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THIS, THG nincTGen thirty-four
GRIST, IS DGDICflTGD TO THG PGOPLG
Of RHODG ISLflRD LUITHOUT
UUHOSG HGLPFUL
CO-OPGRflTIOn neiTHGR THIS
COLL6GG nOR THIS
BOOH UUOULD B POSSIBLE
Dr. Harold W. Browning
TO THE CLASS OF 1934;
I Is you are about to graduate, the rising sun of returning prosperity is
brightening the eastern skies. Yet, clouds of a new social and economic order are
on the horizon. Laborers aremany but leaders are few. This is a time of opportunity.
Enter the field of labor with that courage and determination that has always
characterized a true Rhode Islander in the hours of struggle. Believe in yourselves
and in your powers to achieve. With firm will and stout heart do your duty as it
comes your way. May success and happiness be your just reward.
Harold W. Browning,
Class Adviser
FORGUUORD
We, the members of the class of Nineteen Hundred and Thirty-four, are
rapidly approaching the time when we must leave our surroundings of the
past four years and step forth into the world which lies before us. Here,
at Rhode Island State College, we have passed the happiest period of our
lives. Some of us have accomplished those aims which we had in view upon
entering college, and some have not. Some have always basked in the lime
light of glory while others have done their part unnoticed. However, we all
share in common our love for our Alma Mater.
Now, as the time of parting with these familiar scenes approaches, we look
back upon these happy years, and long that we may have after our gradua
tion some connection with our dear Alma Mater other than that afforded
by occasional visits to the college and by class reunions. We long to have a
reminder of our classmates, of the professors who so influenced our lives,
and of the scenes which we once knew so well.
It is for this purpose that this, the 1934 Grist, is published, so that in years
to come we may open this volume, and once more regale ourselves with
memories of our eventful and joyous youth.
GRIST BOARD
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TH COLLG8
twenty-one; \
THE CORPORATIOn OF R. I. STATE COLLEGE
Walter E. Ranger, Presidenl
Commissioner of Education, ex-o.fJicio. Providence
Harry R. Lewis
Commissioner of Agriculture, ex-officio, East Greenwich
(Appointed by the Governor with the advice and
consent of the Senate for term of five years)
Zenas W. Bliss, Vice-Presidenl
Pro\*idence County, Providence, R. I.
Robert S. BuRLlNtiAME, Clerk and Treasurer
Newport Count\-, Xewporl, R. I.
Charles Estes
Bristol County, East (jreenwich
Thomas G. Mathewson
Kent County. East Greenwich
Mrs. L. Mowry Schlesinger
Washington County, Charlestown
(Appointed by Governor from Alumni .\ssociation
for term of four years)
WilliajM C. Clarke
Class of 1898, Westerly
Lucius i\. Whipple
Class of 1907, Pawtucket
TWENTY-TWO
G. Bressler
RESIDEHT'S fTlESSAGE
Fa^ILLRE is impossible" were the inspiring
words of Susan B. Anthony at her last convention. Hers was an entire life given to
a cause that triumphed after her death. On her eighty-si,\th birthday in a con
versation with friends she is quoted as saying: "Just thinlc of it. I have been trying
for sixty years for just a little bit of justice, and yet 1 must die without obtaining
it. It seems so cruel." But in the end she faced the future with that sublime con
fidence that comes to every man and woman who fights for a great cause failure
is impossible.
Men and women of the Class of 1934: Be true to the ideals that you have
formed in your youth. There is nothing that will give you as great satisfaction as
you approach the evening of life as a realization that the things you held to be
good at twenty you know to be true at fifty, sixty, and seventy.
I wish you Godspeed and give you this message: failure is impossible.
Raymond G. Bressler, President
TWENTY-THREE
^Jl
SCHOOL OF nCRICULTURE
ARD
Home economics
A
Ob;
ii, P I -.,1,1 CcorRC Holland Baldwin Grace Ce
TWENTY-FOUR
Homer Ohliger Sn
^
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
ARD HorriE Economics
Crawford Peckham H;
Leslie Arthur i<cc.;ai
Elizabeth Still
I
TWENTY-FI\ t JS
QIO^
Marshall Henry Tylet
DeanSchool .>/ En,
SCHOOL OF
encineeRinc
Ralph Eugene Brown
'
^!^
TWENTY-SIX
TWENTY-SEVEN

if
1
ElizdbLth Chnstc
SCHOOL OF
SCIEnCE ARD BUSinESS
A
V
I
C;corec Warren Phill
Franz Karbaum
Kenneth E. Wright
SCHOOL OF SCIEnCE AnD BUSinESS
F^ ^rl b41^^ j^ 1^1
John Richard Jones, b 5., MA. igg Charles McCjiuley. B p.s.m. Harry Sumner McCready, b O.
DEPARTmEnT OF miLITARY SCIEnCE
Capt, Richard Sandusky
Scrst. Jesse Prime
DepflRTmeni of PHvsicHt eDucfliion
vV
Frank W. Keaney F. Delmont Tootel
Josephine L. Rus!
THF. GI^LST 1934
THIRTY-ONE
COLLEGE OFFICERS
l.ucy C. Tucker
EXTEnSIOn SERVICE STAFF
Georce Edward Adams, B.S., tvl. Acr
Direi
Lorenzo Foster Kinney, Jr., M.S.
Sara Elizabeth Coyne, B.S.
William H, Wood, B.S. .
Sumner D. Hollis
Ralph S, Shaw, B.S. .
r cto;, and Slate Leader in County Agenl Work
State Leader in Club Work
. State Leader in Home Demonstration Work
County Agent, Northern Rhode Island District
Counly Agent, Eastern Rhode Island District
County Agent, Southern Rhode Island District
TH ..GIMST LQ^A.
EXPERimEnT STATIOn STAFF
Raymond G. Bressler. M.A., M.S., LLD., Ed.D.
President of the College, Ex-Officio .Member
Basil E. Gilbert, Ph.D , Director Plant Physiology
Andrew E. Stene, M. S. .
Roger B. Corbett, Ph.D.
Margaret Whittemore, A.M.
John C. Weldin, Ph.D.
John B. Smith, M.S. .
Theodore E. Odland, Ph.D.
Homer O. Stuart, M.S.
John L. Tennant, Ph.D. .
Frederick R. Pembler, M.S. .
Waldo L. Adams, M.S.
Fred K. Crandall, B.S. .
H. F. A. North, M.S.
Samuel C. Damon, B.S.
Frank S. Schlenker, M.S.
Blanche M. Kuschke, M.S.
Donald R. Willard, B.S.
J. George Fielding, B.S. .
John P. Delaplane, D.V.M. , M.S.
Harold C. Knoblauch, B.S.
Lester E. Erwin, B S., MS,
George H. M. Lawrence, BS.
Pomology
Agricultural Economics
Home Economics
Bacteriology
Chemislry
Agronomy
Poultry Husbandry
Associate, Agricultural Economics
Associate, Plant Physiology
Associate, Chemistry
. Assistant, Agronomy
Assistant, Agronomy
Assistant, Field Experiments
Assistant, Chemistry
Assistant, Home Ecorwmics
. Assistant, Chemistry
Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Assistant, Poultry Husbandry
. Assistant, Agronomy
Assistant Plant Pathologist
TH GP.LST 9 34
thirty-thrrh

sniof\s
thirty-five
M1
SEniOR CLASS OFFICERS
Second Row: G. Bates, F. Stickney. R. Pet
First Row R. Stene, C. Waters
i
HUE GMST-
' lil'.
SEniOR CLASS OFFICERS
President ....
Vice-President
Treasurer ....
Secretary ....
Chairman of Senior Picnic
Fred N. Stickney
Charlotte Waters
Roy Peterson
Ruth Stene
George Bates
1934
thirty-seven
Mario John Albamonti
Westerly, R. I.
Biological Society, 3, 4.
Alby
John Annucci Johnny
Elizabeth, N. J. Civil Engineering
.American Society Civil Enginee s. 3, 4.
Edward Joseph Bastolla Eddie
e X. * A
Webster, A-Iass. Science
Football, 1,2; Basketball, 1.2: Ba.scball, 2. 3
+ ; R. I. Club. 2. 3, 4. Intramural Basketball.
4. Captain, 4; Sachems.
3
George A. Bates Deacon
P I K
East Providence, R. I. Science
Beacon, 1. 2; Business Manager, 3: Etiiior Soph Beacon, Rifle Team,
1. 2. 3. 4; President. 4: Track. 2, 3: Chairman lunior Prom Com
mittee. Military Ball Committee. 3; College Band. 1, 2: Officers'
Club, 3. 4, Cadet Major 4; Scabbard and Blade, 4: Sachems.
HH GEiL
thirty-eight
Edward William Bktterley
Springfield, Mass. .Mechanical Engineering
Band. 2. 3; Glee Club. 3. 4; Junior Prom Committee, 3; An
Society Mechanical Engineers, 2. 3, 4; President, 4.
iS/lARioN I-rances Bishop
Cranston, R 1.
Bish
f-lome Economics
Student Covernmcnt. 1 , Frosh Banquet Comniincc, Varsity Basket
ball. I, 2, 3. 4, Class Basketball. 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Hockey, 4; Class
Hockey, I, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Basketball, 3. 4; President Women's
A A , 4. Executive Committee, 2, Home Economics Club. 1, 2, 3 4.
Abr-aham Bloom Al
A E II. * K *
Providence, R. 1. Science
Polygon, 3: Interfraternity Baseball. 3, 4; Intra
Honors. 4: Biological C:lub, 4.
mural Tennis, 4;
George H. Brod.-rick
Providence, R I. Business Administration
Football. 1. 2. 3: Baseball. 1. 2. 3: Chairman Soph, Hop Comrr
R, I, Club Dance Ct
934
Emily Marjorie Brownson
Home Economii
Glee Club, I. 2, 3. 4. Class Basketball, 1. 2: May Day. I, 2: Home
Economics Club. 1. 2.
Clai Rii Kathryn Burns
Providence, R. I.
Clairie
Home Economics
Home Economics Club. I, 2. 3. 4: R. I. S. C. Players. I. 2. 3, 4; Cos
tume Directresb. 4; Phi Delta. 2. 3: Assistant Property Manager. 3
Rifle. 2. Co-ed Beacon. 2. 3: Commencement Ball Committee. 3.
Alvin William Butterfield
ll' 11 .X.
Cenlral Falls, R. I. .Mechanical Engit
Football. I: Interfraternity Debating. 2. 3, 4: Interfraternity Rifle
Team, 1. 2, 3. 4: Polygon, 2, 3; DeMolay Club. 2. 3, 4: Treasuter,4
.American Society Mechanical Engineers. 4; Boxing. 3; Officers'
Cluh, 3. 4,
Sylvester Alfred Capalbo Cam
SAE
adford, R. I. Science
Football, 2. 3; Basehall. 1; Track, 1, 2. 3. 4: Boxing. 1: R. I. Club:
Biology Club, 4.
TH GP.T5T-
fc.
r
Inceborc Caroline C^arlson
Providence, R. I.
Ingii
Home Economics
May Day. I. 2: Inaugural Pageant. 2: Rille. 2. 3; Manager 2. 3 : Class
Hockey. 1; Frosh Beacon: Co-ed Beacon: Student Council. 4: Glee
Club. 1. 3, 4
Stephen John Carmody
SAE
Worcester, iMass.
Chemical Society, 3, 4: Glee Club, 2. 3. 4; Ju
Ruth Simmons Chase
Newport, R I.
Science
I Committee
Riithie
Home Economics
R. I. S. C. Players. 1, 2, 3 : Glee Club. 1 : Home Economics Club. 1,2,
3. 4; Phi Delta. 2: Soph, Hop Committee: Inaugural Pageant. 2.
Arthur Chester Churchill
2: a E. * K *
Kingston, R. I. Business Administration
Beacon, 1.2. 3. 4; Feature Fditor. 2: News Editor. 3: Editor-in-Chief.
4: Class Beacons, I. 2, 3. 4: Class Treasurer, 2. 3: Inaugural Play, 2:
Delegate Intercollegiate Press Conference, 4; Theta Beta, 2, 3:
Sachems, 4: Captain Class Debating Team. 2: Secretary Student
Felloii-ship. 2, 3; Managing Editor of CrCtl, 4,
1934
forty-one
Harri Foster Clapham
* M
Westerly, R. I. Mechanical Engineering
.Assistant Manager Basketball. 1, 2. 3: .Assistant Manager Baseball.
1, 2: Interfraternity Debate, 4: DeMolay Club. 1. 2, 3. 4: Officers'
Club. 3. 4.
Bertha Lillian Clark
May Day. I. 2. 3: Class Basketball. 1. 2: Jun
Student Council. 1 . 2 . Glee Club, 1 .
Hon
Science
I Committee;
Jacob Coblentz
Southbridge, Mass.
Biological Society, 4; Honors. 4; Junior Bei
Pauline Sherman Coggeshall Polly
X s>. * K *
Newport, R. 1 . Home Economics
Student Council, 1. 2, 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer, 2; Vice-President, 3;
Class Vice-President, I. 3; Sachems. 4; R. I. S. C. Players, 1. 2. 3;
Soph, Hop Committee; Co-ed Major; Phi Delta. 2.
:rHGEiis:
Fred Colagiovanni
Providence, R. 1.
Cal
Business Administration
Charles Everett Collins
Pawtucket, R. I.
1. K *
Business Administration
Football. 1, 2, 3, 4: Basketball. 1, 2, 3: Boxing, 4: Track. I: Intramural
Baseball. 3. 4: Honors, 4: Military Ball Committee, 4: Junior Prom
Committee: R. I. Club. 3. 4: Secretary-Treasurer. 3: Officers' Club,
3. 4: Vice-President. 3: Scabbard and Blade: Grist Board.
Henry Edward Conklin
Warren, R. I.
Conk
Civil Engineering
Football, I ; Track. 1, 2. 3. 4: C. E. Society. 2. 3. 4: Officers' Club, 3. 4:
Interfraternitv Basketball. 2. 3: Honors. 4.
Virginia Stewart Cooper Ginnie
Point Judith. R. I . Home Economics
May Day. 1, 2: Phi Delta. I. 2: Class Basketball. 1.2: Class Hockey,
I, 2.
934
forty-three
Edward Garcia Costa
Apponaug, R. I. Chemical Engineering
Glee Club. 1, 2; Chemistry Society. 3. 4: Fraternity Basketball. 1. 2:
Fraternity Baseball. 3, 4
RuiH Alice Cripp;
Providence, R. I
Babe
Home Economics
Frosh Banquet Committee: R. i, S, C. Players, 3: Frosh Beacon;
Phi Delta. I, 2. 3. 4. Class Basketball. 2: Home Economics Club.
I. 2. 3. 4
John Herbert Davis, Jr.
* B .\
Herb
Science
Chairman of Frosh Banquet: Football, 1, 2: Track. 1. 2: Boxing, 3, 4:
Interfraternity Basketball. 1. 2, 3. 4: Interfraternity Baseball. 2. 3. 4:
Biological Society, 3 : J unior Prom Committee.
Frederick Edward Delaney
Providence, R. I .
Del
Science
Rifle Association. I: Beacon, 2, 3, 4: Feature Editor Junior Beacon.
3: Feature Editor, 4: Editor-in-Chief Freshman Bible. 4; Assistant
Editor Grisl. 4: Chemical Society. 2.3.4: Vice-President. 3 : President,
4; .Aviation Club. Executive Secretary. 3. East Hall Association.
THF. GIMST-
l-'OR tY-FOL
Stephen Diachun
Wesl Wamick, R I.
Steve
Science
Honors, I, 2, 3. 4; Biological Society, 3, 4: President, 4: East Hall
Manrico Peter DiFusco
Providence. R. I.
1.2; Civil Engineering Society, 1, 2. 3, 4; Fra
ball. I, 2. 3. 4: Fraternity
Man, Rick
Civil Engineering
Basket -
Ralph Dimock Porky
p I K, * K *
Stonington. Conn .Mechanical Engineering
Scabbard and Blade; Officers' Club, 3. 4; Football, I. 2; Track. 1. 2;
Interfraternity Basketball. 2, 3, 4: Honors. 1, 2. 3; Junior Prom Com
mittee: Military Ball Committee. 3: Lieutenant. 4,
Marion Victoria Draper
Providence, R. I.
Minnie
Home Economics
Class Hockey, 1: Class Basketball, 1; May Day. I. 2; Pan-Hellenic,
3, 4: Glee Club. 1 : Home Economics Club. 1, 2. 3. 4: President. 4,
934
Gerirlde Florence Drumm
Providence. R. I.
R. I. S. C. Players, 1. 3; Co-ed Be,
5 Club, I. 2. 3. 4.
1
Gert
Home Econom ics
: Orchestra. 1 : Home
John C. Duksta
Westerly. R, I.
Ducky
Electrical Engineering
Polygon. 3, 4; Officers' Club, 3, 4; Scabbard and Blade, 3. 4; Secre
tary. 4; Football, 3. 4; R 1. Club. 3. 4; Fraternity Basketball. 2. 3, 4.
E. E. Society, Student member .\. 1 E. E.; Fraterniry Baseball. 3. 4.
George Henry Durfee Jake
!> K *
Providence, R. I . Electrical Engineering
Student Branch A. I. E, E., 3, 4; \'icc-President. 4; Honors. 2, 3.
William Samuel Ellis
Edgewood, R. 1. Mechanical Engineering
Track, 1, 2, 3, 4; Indoor Track, I. 2, 3, 4; Captain, 4; Beacon. I, 2,
3; Freshman Bible Staff, 3; Mechanical Engineering Society. 2. 3,
4; Band. I. 2; Orchestra. 1. 2.
iLtXNS:
Edward Ross Enchelmeyer
Providence, R. I.
Ed
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry Society. 1. 2, 3. 4; Wtestling. 2. 3: Intramural Basketball,
2, 3. 4: Intramural Baseball. 3.
Gilbert Garlington FAFnf
i A E, * A
.Newport. R. I. .Mechanical Engineet
Inttamural Basketball. 2: Mechanical Engineering Society. 3. 4,
Thomas Lucien Fortin Tommie
SAE
East Greenwich, R. I. Business Administration
Track. I: Interfraternity Basketball. 1.2. 3, 4; Soph. Hop Committee:
Military Ball Committee, 3; Officers' Club, 3, 4: Scabbard and Blade,
3, 4: Polygon. 4.
Anne Agatha Freeman
Eail Greenivich, R I. Home Economics
Hockey. 1,2: Beacon, 1.2: Frosh Beacon: Soph, Beacon; Co-ed Bet
1 : Home Economics Club. 1. 2, 3, 4.
934
i-orty-seven
N^
Theodore C. P, Froeberg
* li X, '!> a
Kingslon, R. I.
^
Mechanical Engineering
American Societv Mechanical Engineers. 3. 4; Wrestling. 2. 3, 4;
Glee Club, 1, 2. 3, 4, Officers' Club, 3, 4: Scabbard and Blade. 4
Henry C. Gagnon Gump
Business Administration
Soph 1 lop Committee: Interfraternity Basketball. 1.2, Interfrt
Baseball. 3. 4: Honors, 3, 4.
Edward Gere.mia
Providence. R. I.
Jerry
I * A. tka
Business Administration
R. I, S, C, Players. 1. 2, 3, 4; General Manager, 4; Debating, 2, 3. 4;
Captain. 3. 4: Polygon. 3. 4. .Advertising Manager Grist, 4: Soph,
Hop Committee ; Chairman of Model League of Nations Delegation,
3, 4: Delegate to Student Government Conference. 4: Class Day
Orator, 4; Sachems, 4.
Margaret Jane Frances Gilchrist
Weslerly. R I.
Margie
Science
President Women's Coi
forty-eight
Club. 4: Biology Club. 3, 4,
BEl^GEEI'^
Helen Margaret Glen
.North Providence, R I.
Nelly
Home Economics
R. I. S. C, Play I. 2, 3: Phi Delta. 2. 3; Junior Pr
all Committee. 3; Inaugural Pa,
Adelbert Anthony Goff Ant
*M A. * A
East Providence, R. 1 . .Mechanical Engineering
Cross Country. I: Track. 1: DeMolay Club. 1. 2. 3. 4: Sophomore
Vigilance Committee: Junior Prom Committee: Phi Delta, 1, 2, 3, 4;
Business Manager. 3 : Treasurer. 4,
Joseph Gordon
Westerly, R. I.
A B U , * K *
Joe
Science
Band. 1. 2, 3; Orchestra. 1 ; Frosh Beacon, Interfraternity Basketball.
1, 2, 3; Polygon, 4; Biology Society. 3, 4; Polygon Scholarship Award,
2; Honors. 1, 2, 3. 4.
Max Gordon
Providence, R. I.
Biological Society, 3, 4,
Mac
Science
1934
forty-nine
^Harry Greaves
Providence, R. I. Business Administrat
Baseball. 1, 2, 3. 4: Captain, 4, R, I, Club. 2. 3. 4.
Richard Robertson Haeseler Dicky
Oaklawn, R. I. Eleclrical Engineering
Track. 1 : E. E. Society. 3. 4: A, 1, E, E., 4.
Ethel May Hebb
X s>
Edgewood, R. I . Science
May Day. 1.2: Glee Club, 1. 2, 3: Biology Club, 2, 4.
Alfred Ezra Hersey Al
s a e. * k *
iVorl^ Waterford, Maine Agricullure
Cross Country, I, 2. 3. 4; Aggie Club. 1, 2, 3. 4: President. 4; Chair
man .^.ggie Ball Committee, 4; Honors, 4; Track, I,
THf, GNST
Frank Allen Hill, J r. King
A X a. * A
Rumford. R. I. Business Administration
Football. I. 2: Track. I ; Intramural Basketball. 1, 2. 3, 4; Intramural
Baseball. 3. 4: Inttamutal Tennis. 3. 4; League Chairman. 3. 4
Malcolm Cheney Hinchliffe
* s. * K *
Mai
Science
Track. I. 2: Cross Country. I ; Polygon. 3; Officers' Club. 3. 4:Scabbard
and Blade. 4: Cadet Lieutenant, 4: Interfraternity Basketball. I. 2,
3. 4; Glee Club. 2. 3, 4; Honors. 4.
H'nuAN Horvitz Pitts
AEn
Fall River, Adass. Electrical Engineering
Beacon, I, 2, 3. 4; Intercollegiate Editot. 2; Feature Editor, 3: Manag
ing Editor. 4: Class Beacons, 1, 2, 3; Interfraternity Basketball, I, 2. 3;
Inttamutal Tennis. 3. 4; Electrical Engineering Society, 3. 4: Student
Member. .^. 1. E. E.. 4; Sachems. 4; Editor-in-Chief Grist, 4,
Louis Horvitz
Fall River, Mass.
Lou
Science
Chemical Club. 3.4: Intcrfratetnity Basketball, 1.2. 3; Interfraternity
Baseball, 3.
S33^
^Thelma Eileen Huff
X L>. <!> K *
Pawlucket. R I Home Economics
Glee Club, 2. 3, 4: Orchestra, 3, 4: May Day. 2. 3. 4,
Armand Leon Kasparian
Providence, R I.
A, S, M, E,. 3, 4.
Cass
Mechanical Engineering
Dorothy Eldella Kasper
2 K. * K !>. * A
Jamestown, R. I. Business Administratit
Honors, 1. 2. 3, 4; Secretary Freshman Class; Hockey, 1; Flockey
Manager. 2: Cheer Leader, 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Delta, I. 2. 3. 4, Secretary.
3: Vice-President. 4: Vigilance Committee. 2: Soph. Hop C'ommittee:
Junior Prom Committee: May Pageant. I. 2: Author and Directot
May Day. 2. 3; Sachems. 4; Beacon, I. 2. 3. 4: Co-ed Editor, 3: As
sociation Editor. 4: Model League of Nations, 4: Grl.tt: Pan-Hellenic
.Association. 3. 4, Chairman Pan-Hellenic Dance. 4.
Sinclair Kenney
Providence, R. I.
Aero Club, 3; Biological Society, 4,
Sinky
Science
THE. GIMS"
Amos Eugene Kent
Lafayelte, R. I.
Amie
Electrical Engineering
Student Branch A. I, E. E,. 3. 4: Chairman, 4:
ball. 3: Intramural Baseball. 3, East Hall Associati
NOR.MAN Belmont Kenyon
Usquepa Business Administration
Crosscountry, 1: Intramural Basketball, 1, 2, 3, In
ball, 3, 4: Intramural Tennis, 3; Boxing. 3, 4,
John Kiselica
West Wamick, R. I.
Football, I, 2, 3; Baseball, l; Wrestling, I. 2, 3; Boxing. 1,
Johnny
Science
Kenneth Karl Krausche
a X a, <i> K
Roselle Park, N. J.
Ken
Science
Honors I, 2. 3, 4; Track. I. 2, 3. 4; Captain. 4: Cross Country. 1, 2. 3;
Relay, 2, 3, 4: Intramural Basketball. 2. 3. 4: R I. Club. 3, 4; Class
Treasurer. 1, 3: Interfraternity Debate, 2; Biological Club, 2, 3;
Sachems. 4; Student Council. 2, 3.
nT4"
I
fifty-three
Ernest Adolph Kreuger
Providence, R- /.
Ivar
Chemical Engineering
V
Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Interfraternity Basketball, 1. 3. 4; Ints
fraternity Baseball, 3. 4: Leonard House Organization, 3. 4; Vic
President. 4,
William Vicior Lalli
Newport, R. I. Business Administration
Baseball, 1. 2. 3; Football. 1 : Basketball, 1 : Interfraternity Basketball.
2. 3. 4: Officers' Club. 3. 4: Scabbard and Blade. 4; Soph, Hop Com
mittee: Junior Prom Committee: Military Ball Committee. 3; Grist
Board. 4; Honors. 4; Lieutenant. R, O, T, C . 4.
William Whitelaw Lawson
Watch lltU. R. I. Civil Engineering
Ruth Leighton Tootle
z K, * K *
Kingston, R. 1 . Science
Honors, 3, 4: Biology Club, 3, 4: May Day, I. 2. 3.
3be:ghf
fifty-four
Leander Prudent Le Tourneau Lee
B *. * A
Providence, R. I Chemical Engineering
Frosh Beacon: Fraternity Ri"e. 1. 2. 3, 4; Fraternity Basketball, 1, 2,
3. 4; Fratetnity Baseball. 3. 4; Varsity RiP.e Team. 4: Sergeant R. O.
T. C.. 3: Captain R. O, T, C, 4; Scabbard and Blade, 3. 4; Officers'
Club. 3, 4: Track, I.
Howard Eric Lind
Providence, R l.
Lindy
Science
Football, 1: Baseball. 1; Ttack. I. Fencing. 3: Orchestra, 3, 4: Glee
Club. 2. 3. 4; Manager, 4: Student Leader. 3, 4.
Charles Jofln Lloyd
Woonsocket, R I Business Administration
Track, I. 2; Cross Country. 1 , 2: Polygon, 3, 4; 1 r
Basketball, 2, 3. 4 Fraternity Baseball. 3.4,
Anna Louise Lockwood
Providence, R. I.
Annie
Home Economics
Glee Club, 1, 2, 3. 4: President, 3: Rille Association, 2, 3, 4; Vice-
President, 3: President, 4, May Day, 1. 2: Ride Team, 2. 3. 4: Cap
tain. 3; Co-ed Beacon. 2: Home Economics Club, 1. 2. 3. 4,
"9 3 4
Charles V. McCaffrey
Providence, R. I.
Football, 1; Track. 1, 2, 3, 4; Cross Country, 2; Boxing. 2, 3; Soph
Hop Committee; Junior Prom Committee; Officers' Club. 3. 4; Scab
bard and Blade. 3, 4; Polygon, 3. 4; Vice-President. 4; Chemical
Society, Treasurer. 3 ; Secretary, 4.
Albert D. MacKinnon
Cenlral Village, Conn. Business Administration
Soph. Hop Co; 1 Committee; Cross Country, 1.
Janet Abernethy Macomber
A Z
New Haven, Conn.
Mac
Science
Glee Club, 2. 3, 4; Biology Club. 3. 4; Rifle, 4; Beacon. 3; Co-ed
Beacon. 2; l-rosh Beacon: Soph Beacon; Inaugural Pageant. 2; May
Day, 1, 2. 3.
Florence Howe Manning
Providence, R. I.
Ftossii
Home Economics
R. I. S. C. Players, I. 2. 3, 4; Secretary, 4; Beacon, 1, 2. 3. 4; Frosh
Beacon; Soph Beacon; Junior Beacon; Co-ed Beacon, 3; Frosh Bible.
4; Varsity Hockey, 2, 3; Inaugural Pageant, 2; Aero Club. 3; Home
Economics Club, I. 2, 3, 4; Phi Delta, 1.
THf, GNST-
Hrair Martin Mazmanian
Woonsocket, R. I .
Maz
Science
Baseball, l; Basketball. 1 Ftaternity Basketball. 2. 3. 4; Fi
Baseball. 3. 4,
Salvatore Messore
Providence, R. I.
Sal
Science
NORM.AN O. Middleton
Wickford. R. I.
Beacon, I. 2. 3;R. I. S. C. Play
mural Sports. 2. 3. 4.
Norm
i A
Business Administration
,. 3: Football, 2: "Mikado,
"
4: Intra-
Charles Clement Modliszewski
A t r
Coventry, R.l Civil Engii
Football. I. 2. 3, 4; Captain. 4; Track. I. 2. 3, 4: Captain. 4: Indoor
Track. 2. 3, 4; Fraternity Basketball, I, 2, 3. 4: R. I. Club. 2. 3, 4:
Civil Engineering Society. 2. 1, 4; Fraternity Baseball, 3, 4,
"^^4:
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Li I'
Paul Gerard Morin P.C
A A *
.\pponaug, R I. Mechanical Engineering
Interfraternity Baseball. 3; American Society Mechanical Engineers.
I, 2. 3. 4. Secretary. 4
John Joseph Moulson
Pau tucket, R. I.
Leonard House Associt
Cotton-Top
Chemical Engineering
, 3, 4: Chemistry Society, 3. 4.
Henry F. Munroe
Providence, R. I. Chemical Engineering
American Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; Mens Glee (-lub: Student Branch
American Society Mechanical Engineers.
Margaret Jane Newman
Kingstown. R, I. Business Administration
Womens Rifle Association. 4: R. I. S C Rifle Association, 1. 2. 3;
Captain. 2; Executive Officer. 4; Vigilance Committee, 1 ; R. I. S. C.
Plavers, 3. 4, Glee Club, 4.
thf.t;p^
Ruth Carolyn Newman
A z, * K *
Kingston, R I. Business Administration
l-'rosh Banquet Committee: Frosh Beacon: Soph Beacon: Co-cd
Beacon. 3; Honors. I. 2. 3. 4: Class Basketball, 1: Phi Delta, 1. 2,
R I, S, C, Players. 3. 4: Assistant Director, 4: Interfraternity Debat
ing, 2: Model League of Nations, 4: May Day. I. 2, 3.
Edward E. F. Nigrelli Eddie
Science
Football. I: Track. 1; Inttamural Basketball. I. 2. 3. 4: Intramural
Baseball. 1.2: Italian Club. 1.2; Biological Club, 1.
David Parker
p I K
Westerly, R. I.
Football. I. 2: Track. I. 2, 3, 4; Indoi
Basketball, 3, 4; Chem Society: Jun
Social Committee.
Gordon Leonard Paul
Providence, R. 1.
Gillie
Chemistry Optional
Track, 2. 3: Interfraternity
Prom Committee: Senior
Ciiii( Engineering
Class President. I ; Orchestr
3, 4; Polygon, 4; Intramun
I. 2. 3. 4; Intramural Tenni
1. 2: Student Band, 1, 2. A. S. C, E ,
Baseball. 3, 4; Intramural Basketball,
3. 4: Track, I. 2,
^3^
Elisha O, Peckham
Westerly, R. I. Civil Engineering
Track. I : Glee Club. 1.2.3.4; Assistant Manager. 3 , Civil Engineering
Society. 1. 2. 3: Officers' Club. 3. 4: R. 1. S. C, Players. I. 2:Lieuten-
ant R. O, T. C. 4.
RoY' Eric Peterson
Edgeivood, R. I. Electrical Engineering
Baseball, I ; Basketball. I : Track. I, 2. 3. 4; Captain, 4: Interfraternity
Basketball, 2, 3, 4; Men's Student Council, 1.2: Sachems. 4: Polygon.
3, 4; President, 4; DeMolay Club, 1, 2, 3. 4; Treasurer, 2: President. 3;
Scabbard and Blade. 3, 4; Captain, 4; Officers' Club, 3, 4; R. I. Club,
3, 4: E. E. Society. 3. 4: A. I E, E.. 4; Soph. Hop Committee: Junior
Prom Committee; Military Ball Committee. 3. 4; Gri.^t Board: Class
Day Committee: Class Treasurer, 4,
Marjorie B. Preston
Edgewood, R. I.
Marge
Home Economics
Frank A. Racca
Providence, R. I . Business Administration
Interfraternity Basketball. I : Interfraternity Baseball. 3, 4; Assistant
Baseball Manager, 1, 2, 3: Baseball Manager. 4: Cross Country. I.
Honors. 4,
TFfFLEE
f/
Wesley Spencer Reid
Springfield, Mass.
Chemical Society. 2. 3. 4.
Chemical Engineering
Eugene Leonard Rose
West Wamick, R. I.
C. E. Society. 3. 4,
Gene
Civil Engineering
Gordon ./Vndrew Roy Guzz
Pawtucket, R. I. Civil Engineering
First Mayor of Kingston: Track, 1. 2. 3: Indoor rrack, 1. 2. 3:0fficers'
Club. 3, 4: R. I. Club. 2. 3, 4: C, E, Society, 2, 3, 4,
Austin Wing Sanborn
Business Administration
Basketball. 1. 2. 3, 4: Baseball. 1. 2. 3; Track. 4: Soph Hop Com
mittee: DeMolay Club. 2. 3, 4: Interfraternity Track, 1, 2, 3, 4.
^34"
^Sandy
Mechanical Engineering
Baseball. 3. 4: A, S, M E.. 3. 4: Rifle .ls!
William Sandager, Jr
Rumlord, R. I.
Brooks Aymor Sanderson
[M A
Providence, R. I. General Science
Chemical Society, 3, 4; Track. 1.2; Intramural Baseball. 3. 4; Tennis,
William .Avery Sandford
Providence, R. I.
Bill
Civil Engineering
American Society Civil Engineers; Band. I : A:
ball. 1.2 3: Manager Baseball, 4; Junior Prom Committee
Irwin L. Sapadin
Newport, R I.
Irv
Civil Engineering
;cball, 2: Wrestling, 2: Aero Club. 3; American Society Civil En
eers. 2, 3, 4; Officers' Club. 3, 4: Sergeant. R. O, T, C. 3: Lieuten
, 4: Honors. 2, 4.
sixty-two
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wAlden Clinton Saunders
* B X, * a
Providence, R. I. Science
Football, 1; Interfraternity Basketball. 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra. 1. 2, 3;
Manager. }; Beacon, I. 2, 3; DeMolay Club. I. 2, 3. 4: Vice-President,
3: President. 4: Band, 1. 2, 3: Manager. 3: Associate Editor Frosh
Bible. 3: Debating. 3. 4; Manager, 4; Biological Society, 3, 4; Inter
fraternity Baseball, 2, 3, 4.
Michael Securo
Bristol. R. I. Mechanical Engineering
M. E. Society, 2, 3. 4; Treasurer, 4: Italian Club, 1, 2: Football, I:
Interfraternity Baseball. 3. 4: Interfraternity Basketball. 1. 3. 4;
Men's Student Council. I : Leonard House Organization, 3.4: Honors.
1, 2. 4.
Alice Elizabeth Shawcross
X
Taunton, Mass.
Alii,
Home Economics
May Day, I. 2: Phi Delta. 2. 3: R. I, S C. Playe-
Beacon: Student Council. 3; President Vigilance. 3.
1. 2. 3. 4; Frosh
Charles Raymond Simpson Rav
A A *
Providence. R. I. Business Administration
Band, I, 2. 3. 4: Orchestra, 2: Football Manager. 4: R, 1, Club,
Q34
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Rline Arnold Skoog
Edgewood, R I .
^
Electrical Engineering
Foolball, 1: Interfraternity Rille Team, 1: E, E. Society, 4: A 1, E,
E,, 4
.^RMAND0 Spadetti Spad
B 'I' .A. 4- K i>
Providence, R. I. Chemical Engineering
Track, 1, 2: R. 1. Rifle .Association. 3, 4: Officers' Club. 3. 4; Chemical
Society. 3, 4.
Michael Anthony Spero
Newport, R. 1. Civil Engineering
Football. 1 : Baseball. I : Boxing. 1.2; College l2S-lb, Boxing Cham
pion. 1 : College I35-lb- Boxing Champion. 2: Intramural Basketball.
3 4: Italian ciub. I : Intramural Baseball, 3. 4: Student Branch A, S,
C. E,. 3. 4; Treasurer, 3; Secretary, 4; Sergeant Guide, 2: Honors, 4:
East Hall .Association,
Harold Carl Stanzler
Providence. R. 1.
Hal
Science
Intramural Baseball, 4: Wrestling, 4: Honors, 4; Biological Club, 4,
sixty-four
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Ruth Mary Stene
Kinsslon. R t
Toolii
Home Economic.
Honors, I, :, ! 4 c:lass Hockey, 1,2, i, Varsiiy, 2 3, 4:ClassBaske
ball. I. 2. Varsity Baskethall, 3. 4. Baseball, 1. 2. Frosh Banque
Soph. Hop Committee: Vice-President Class. 2: Secretary Clas
3, 4: Sachems. 4: Secretary. 4; Glee Club. 1. 2
Raymond Carleton Stewart
* M
Edgeti'ood. R. I
Football. 1: Baseball. 1, 2. In
mural Baseball. 3. 4: Intran
3, 4: DeMolavClub. 2. 3, 4: S
al 1
Chemical Engin,
ll Basketball, 1,2, 3, 4;
:nnis, 3, 4: Chemical .Si
,', 3: Vice-President 4,
Frederick N, Stickney
Edgewood. R. 1
Fred
Science
Football, 1, 2, 3, 4: Captain, 4; Class President 3, 4. Moderator
Sachems, 4; Scabbard and Blade. 3. 4: 2nd Lieutenant R, O, T, C, 3
Lieutenant-Colonel, 4; R. I. Club. 2, 3, 4; Officers' Club, 3, 4; Presi
dent, 4: Business Manager Grisl. 4; Feature Editor Frosh Beacon. 1.
Elinor Guild Streeter Duchess
A Z. 1' K *
Providence, R. I. W'"'' Economics
Honors. 2, 3, 4: Glee Club. 1. 2. 3. 4: Treasurer. 2; Vice-President, 3:
May Day 1. 2. 3: Co-ed Beacon. 1.2: Frosh Beacon: Soph.
Beacon:
Home Economics Club. 1, 2, 3, 4; Inaugural Pageant, 2; RiHe, 3, 4:
Student Fellov.'ship Plays. 1, 2, 3: Student Sunday. 2. 3. 4,
1Q34
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Pai rick Joseph Sullivan
Fall River, lUass. Mechanical Engineering
Cross Country. 1, 2, 3. 4: Track, 1, 2, 3, 4, R, I, Club, 3, 4: A:
Society Mechanical Engineers, I, 3, 4: Fraternity Baseball, 3, 4,
Helen Mae Taggart
Wakefield, R. I.
Class Baskelball, I. 2. 3; Varsity Basketball. 2; Baseball, 1; Hockey,
1; Glee Club, 1, 2; May Day, I. 2; Biology CTub. 3. 4; Commuter's
Club Committee, 4,
Leonard Tamui.evich, Jr,
(1 X T
Brockton, Alass.
Tam
Business Administration
Football. 1, 3, 4: Debating, 2, 3, 4: Model League of Nations. 3. 4;
Chairman Model Economic Conference 3: Polygon. 2. 3. 4: Freshman
Banquet Committee. 1 : Soph Hop Committee. 2; Junior Prom Com
mittee. 3: Grisl Board, 4; Chairman Intramural Leagues. 3, 4; Vice-
Chairman Intramural League. 4: Honors. 4: R. I. Club, 4: Class Day
Chairman. 4,
Charles Thum
Clifton, N. J.
Chuck
Civil Engineering
Track. I. 2, 3, 4; Cross Country, I. 2. 3, 4; Interfraternity Basketball.
1, 2, 3, 4; Polygon. 3. 4: -Military Ball Committee, 3. 4. Officers Club,
3, 4, Scabbard and Blade, 4; American Society Civil Engineers, 1. 2,
If, GNS'
Gaetano John Joseph Torti Joe
Providence, R. I . Business Administration
George Meln-in Tyler
Kingston, R. I.
Georgit
Football, 1, 2. 3, 4: Basketball. 1, 2, 3, 4; Captain. 4: Irack. 1, 2, 3, 4:
Officers' Club. 3. 4; R, 1 Club, 2, 3. 4: Sachems. 4: Scabbard and
Blade. 4; Honors. 4,
Howard William Umstead
a X A. 4> A
Providence. R. I
Umpy
Science
Track. 1. 2. 3. 4: Captain. 4, Chairman, Commencement Ball C~om-
mittee. 3: Chairman. Military Ball Committee, 4: Officers' Club. 3. 4:
Scabbard and Blade: R. I, Club,
Marian VIayer Vayro
2 K. * K *
Newport, R. I.
Glee Club, 1,2, 3. 4; Seers
3,4; Executive Committ
3: President. 4. Biology Club
Board, 4: Co-ed Beacon: Honors,
1934
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Christ VERRrei
Fall River, tVlass.
Glee Club. 1.2; Irack, I
Business /\dminislratit
Paul Louis Watelet
A A *
Greenwood, R. I . .Mechanical Engineering
xfrate Bu.sebal 3; In
Walter Day Waterman
Johnston, R I. Agriculture
Wrestling. 1, 2. 3, 4; Aggie Club, 1. 2. 3, 4; Vice-President, 3: Presi
dent, 4: Chairman Aggie Ball Committee, 3,
Charlotte Stafford Waters
a z
Rumford, R. I.
Charlii
Home Economics
Sachems, 4; Grist Board, 4: Student Council, 3, 4; President, 4:
Class Basketball, 1. 2. 3; Varsity Basketball, I, 2. 3; Intramural
Basketball. 2, 3; Class Hockey. I. 2. 3: Varsity Hockey, 2. 3, 4;
Executive Committee: Women's A. A.. 2, 4: Secretary Class. 2;
Vice-President Class, 4; Pan-Hellenic, 3, 4: Secretary, 3; President.
4; Soph. Hop Committee: Rifle Association, 2, 3. Home Economics
Club, 1, 2, 4, Model League of Nations, 4: R. I, S. C, Players 3 4
Recording Secretary. 4: Phi Delta. I. 2.
THf. GMS'
Harry Rowland Whaley
Narragansett, R. I. Electrical Engi
Football. 1 : Wrestling. 2: E. E. Society, 3, 4; A, I, E. E., 4; In
ternitv Baseball. 3. 4,
Kenneth R, Wilde
Providence, R. I .
Ken
Business Administration
R. I. S, C, P., 3, 4: Assistant General Manager. 4; Glee Club. 3;
R. O, T, C Lieutenant. 4: Officers' C:iub, 3. 4; Scabbard and Blade. 4.
Thomas Wright. Jr.
Wakefield. R. I.
Football, I, 2, 3, 4; Captain, 4: Basketball, I. 2, 3. 4: Track, 1 2, 3, 4:
C;aptain, 4; R. I, Club, 2, 3, 4: President, 4; S.achems, 4; Honors, 4.
Stanley Anthony Zidiales
Middleboro, Mass. Mechanical Engii
Boxing. 1. 2; Wrestling. 3, 4; Officers' Club. 3. 4: Scabbard and Blade
4; M. E. Society, 2, 3. 4; Football, I, 2: Baseball, 1.
934
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GRflDUnie STUD6nTS
1933-1934
ELIZABE'II 1 BE.ATTY
ALIDA BIRCH
LEON C, BREAULT
ANGIE BR1-:SSLER
GEORGE CHAMPLIN
ROBERT DeWOLF
ALBERT DORS I
RUSSELL HAWES
KATHLEEN INCE
JACOB KATZ
-MATTHEW E KEARNS, Jr.
1, MILTON Le BARON
.V1ARY BALDING LEICIHTON
RUTH MACDONALD
CHARLES EVERETT MASON
MATTHEW MILLMAN
WALTER G. MORAN
ALICE MLL\E^
ALEXANDER E PATERSON
HARRY J PREBLUDA
I-:DS0N I, SCHOCK
RALPH G, SHAW
GEORGE THOMPSON
DONALD WILL.ARD
IRRGGUmRS
WILLLAM D, ARCHIB.ALD
J.AMES MUNROE COOK
HATTIE EDWARDS
JOSEPHINE LEES
DONALD STEARNS
MRS. SELENA THOMPSON
" I Hf CNF
junioR cinss officers
President . . . .
Vice-Presidenl
Treasurer . . . .
Secretary . . . .
Chairman of Junior Prom
Joseph Prybyla
Vera Rock
Joseph Speckman
Amy j anes
WiLLiA.vi Dolan
loaA
s
SEVENTY-ONli
junioRS
Abrick, Thelma Home Economics Providence
.'\damslsi, Francis, J r. Science Central Falls
Applin, I-Yank B Business Admin. Providence
Baker, Helen Home Economics East Providence
Baldoni, John R. Business Amin. Old Saybrook, Conn
Baldwin, Robert M, Civil Engineering Chicopee Falls, Mass
Ball, Nicholas, Jr, Civil Engineering Block Island
Bardsley, Robert V. Elec. Engineering Newport
Beittel, Roy D, J r. Business Admin. Pawtucket
Bernstein, Harry Civil Engineering Newport
Berwick, Earl L, Elec. Engineering Rumford
Blaisdell, Harold Lester Elec Engineering Providence
Bonner, Donald Richard Agriculture Westerly
Boudreau, Wilfred J, Elec. Engineering Warren
Bourne, Holbrook A, Science East Providence
Broderick. Walter M. Civil Engineering Willimansett, Mass.
Brooks, David Civil Engineering Newport
Broxy, Fred Civil Engineering Stonington. Conn,
Budlong, Merrill P. Busine.is Admin. Edgewood
Cannon, Vincent T Science Providence
Capone, .Vlatthew Science Bristol
Carr, Norbert J , Elec. Engineering Oaklawn
Castrovillari, Francis Science Cranston
Cavanagh, James M Civil Engineering Edgewood
Chenette, John B, Business Admin. Providence
Clarke, William T, Chem. Engineering Newport
Colicci, Levia V, ,Science Providence
Colliander, Carl J , Elec. Engineering Providence
Colwell, Richard M, Business Admin. Woonsocket
Commons, William C, Jr, Civil Engineering Woonsocket
Cook, Willard L, Elec. Engineering Kenyon
Coone, Margaret J . Home Economics Howard
Cotter, Marcus E. Business Admin Westerly
Couture. Gerard E, Chem. Engineering New Bedford, Mass.
Cowell, Henry C, Science Longmeadow
Crandall, Elsie Home Economics Kingston
Cuddy, Arthur B, Science Edgewood
Czorny, Daniel M, Elec. Engineering Providence
D'Amario, Esther A, Hoi-ne Economics Provic'e.Tce
Dawson, Arthur M, Mech. Engineering Wickford
DeLuca, Joseph Science Bristol
DeSista, James Civil Engineering Peace Dale
junioRS
.\ame
Di Maio, Michael
Dolan, William Jr
Dreyer. Henry F.
Dring. Thomas J .
Eastwood, David
Ebbs, Jane C,
Egan, John W, Jr,
Espinoza, David V,
Fairchild, Eloise
Farmer, Henry
Federico, James
Fillmore, Robert Henry
Finherg. Burton A,
Fisher, John F,
Fletcher, Dorothy
Fletcher, Frank
Foley, James E,
Ford, John
Gallagher, Leo H,
Gallant, John J,
Garfield, William V,
Garofalo, Frank
Gilmore, George C,
Goff, Francis S, J r,
Goggin, Lynette J,
Goodman, Harriet
Gorman, Charles Henr\
Grande, Gus
Greenberg, Clinton H,
Gula, Joseph
Gunn, E, Mansfield
Hall, Gilbert F,
Hallas, Jaroslaw
Hamilton, Robert A.
Hazard, George F,
Henshaw, Ralph
Herlein, Evelyn C, P.
Hersey, Mary C.
Hinchliffe, John R.
Hindley, Frederick M,
Hoxsie, Hope
Course
Science
Science
Mech. Engineering
Science
Agriculture
Science
Science
Science
Home Economics
Science
Science
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Science
Home Economics
Civil Engineering
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Mech. Engineering
Civil Engineering
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin
Agriculture
Elec Eiigineering
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Home Economics
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Science
Home Economics
Home
Providence
Westerly
Providence
Newport
Providence
Newport
Woonsocket
Doichester, Mass,
Providence
West Warwick
Westerly
Providence
Providence
Old Saybrook, Conn
Providence
Pawtucket
Newport
Watertown, Mass,
East Providence
Brockton, Mass,
Naugatuck, Conn
Providence
Lancaster, Mass,
Barrington
Warren
Pawtucket
Foxboro, Mass,
Providence
Providence
Taunton, Mass.
Westerly
Auburn
Manville
Woonsocket
Newport
N. Attleboro, Mass,
Prudence Island
N, Waterford, Me.
Carolina
Newport
Hope Valley
^3^
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junioRS
Name
Hutchins, Francis F. Jr.
Huttler, Morris
Iacono, Frank
Irving. Wells P.
Jager, Raymond E.
Janes, Amy H.
Johnston, Ethel S.
Keeler, M. Louise
Kelley, Raymond J.
Kennedy, James H.
Kenyon, Albert E.
Kenyon, Richard F.
Kilguss, Herbert F.
King, Francis
Koch, Russell S.
Koelliker, Walter R.
Kogut, AIek T.
LaFazia, John
Lally, Vincent
Ley, Austin A
Lyon, Janet \V.
VlcCaskey, Maryanne
McCormick, Matthew
McCoy, Ruth
Mcintosh, Robert B.
McKechnie, Helen
Mackenzie, Kenneth David
Manchester, Harvey, Jr.
Manley, Elmer L., Jr.
Marks, Madelyn
Marsden, Jack
Martin, John M.
Michie, Ernest
Mikaelian, Vahan
Moody, Frank B.
Moran, Joseph E.
Morris, Everett G.
Morrone, Angelo P.
Moss, John P.
Moyer, Marjorie
MuKen, Bernard C-, Jr.
Course
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Mech. Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Home Economics
Science
Science
Civil Engineering
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Elec. Engineering
Science
Civil Engineering
Chem. Engineering
Agriculture
Home Economics
Science
Elec- Engineering
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics
Agriculture
Science
Mech. Engineering
Science
Civil Engineering
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Science
Science
Mech. Engineering
Science
Agriculture
Home Econom ics
Business Admin.
Home
Edgewood
Newport
Providence
Poquonock Bridge, Conn.
Providence
Newport
Meshanticut Park
Woonsocket
Cranston
Central Falls
Providence
Narragansett
Providence
Newport
Chicopee. Mass,
Morris, N. Y.
Woonsocket
Thornton
Providence
Providence
Sigma Kappa House
Cranston
Bridgeton
Hope Valley
Newport
Pawtucket
Providence
Providence
Bristol
Central Falls
Bristol
Newport
Providence
Providence
Providence
Providence
N. Attleboro, Mass.
Newport
Providence '
Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Providence
'iHK cms:
junioRS
Name
Munroe, Howard Earl, Jr.
Murphy, John E.
Murray, Daniel J.
Nelson, Ralph D.
Newton. Joseph A, Jr.
Noss, Alvin J,, Jr.
Nye, Stephen H. W.
Olsen, Edgar W,
Paquin, Doris
Parmenter, Donald
Paul, Gordon L.
Peabody, Herbert W,
Pearson, John Raymond
Pease, John M.
Peckham, A. Amelia
Peckham, Elisha O.
Peirce, Pau! A.
Perry, Ernest A,
Perry, F. Walton
Phillips, Helen M.
Piccirillo, Paul
Prime, E. Roy
Procacini, Domenic
Prusaczyk, Frank G.
Prybyla, Joseph
Rabidoux, Raymond
Radovsky. Everett S-
Renzo, Victor
Ritchie, George W., Jr.
Rivard, Ephraim, Jr.
Roanowicz, John
Robinson, Paul W.
Rock, Vera
Roland. William H.. Jr.
Ryan, Edward
Sandager, William
Santos, Florence
Sattler, Fritz, Jr.
Scanlon, Eleanor C.
Scattergood, Meredith
Sculeo, Jerry A.
Course
Business Admin.
Chem. Engineering
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Science
Elec, Engineering
Science
Science
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Civil Engineering
Agriculture
.\'Iech. Engineering
Elec. Engineering
Home Economics
Civil Engineering
Elec. Engineering
Agriculture
Elec. Engineering
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering
Elec. Engineering
Mech. Engineering
Science
Science
Elec. Engineering
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Business Admin.
Chem. Engineering
Home Economics
Science
Agriculture
Mech. Engineering
Business Admin.
Aiech. Engineering
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Home
Barrington
Cranston
Jamestown
Newport
Pawtucket
Slocum
Pawtucket
N. Attleboro, Mass.
Riverside
Newport
Edgewood
Newport
Edgewood
Providence
Westerly
Westerly
E Greenwich
Rumford
Cranston
Auburn
Providence
Kingston
Providence
Willimansett. Mass.
Woonsocket
Woonsocket
Fall River, Mass.
Brockton, Mass.
Newport
Provincetown, Mass.
Brockton. Mass.
Rumford
Providence
Pawtucket
Providence
Rumford
Providence
Rehoboth. Mass.
Westerly
Providence
Westerly
1934
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NS
junioRS
Name
Senior, Daniel T.
Sheehan, Nora L.
Sherman, Dana C.
Sherman, Robert
Sherman, William A.
Silverman, Ruth
Simonean, Robert C.
Smith, Arthur E.
Smith, Stanley W
Snow, Howard L., Jr
Sollitto. Paul Henry
Soloveitzik. Harold
Souler, Barbara
Speckman, Peter J.
Spink, George 3rd
Stafford, Rogers, Jr.
Stahle, Henry A,, Jr.
Story, E. I'rancis, Jr.
Sutton, William D.
Svenson. Gerhard
Tabor, Fordham D.
Teitz, Harry Jr
Thompson, Samuel Elmer
Thornley. Albert E , Jr.
Turner, Isaiah T.
Turrissi, Frank A.
Van Benschoten, Mary
Vargas, Frank A., Jr,
Vargas, Joseph
Vaznaian. George M
Ventrone, Alice
Wagner. Irmgard
Waid, Philip M
Weeks, Charles R-, Jr.
Whitford, Howard L., Jr.
Willis, Constance
Wing, Raymond F,
Wolanske, Benjamin
Wood, Joseph
Wooden. Arline
York, Elizabeth
Course
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Civil Enginereing
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Business Admin.
Chem. Engineering
Science
Science
Civil Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Civil Engineering
Business Admin.
Science
Mech. Engineering
Science
Elec. Engineering
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Mech. Engineering
Business Admin-
Business Admin.
Civil Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Home Economics
Chem. Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Elec. Engineering
Mech. Engineering
Home Economics
Business Admin
Home
Woonsocket
Providence
Rumford
Westerly, R. I.
Providence
East Greenwich
Woonsocket
Providence
Providence
East Greenwich
Providence
Westerly
Woonsocket
Newport
East Providence
Rumford
Westerly
East Providence
Providence
Providence
Providence
Newport
East Providence
Pawtucket
Provincetown, Mass.
Westerly
Kingston
Stonington. Conn.
Stonington, Conn.
Woonsocket, R. I.
Providence
Pawtucket
Palmer, Mass.
Providence
Seekonk, Mass.
Providence
Attleboro, Mass.
Gardner, Mass.
Peace Dale
Bradford
Westerly
'IHflGNS"
SOPHOmOR^ CLASS OFFIC6RS
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Chairman of Soph Hop
Arthur Hanley
Mary Hawcroft
Ja.mes Colton
Mildred Waters
Owen Birtwistle
"P"3^
SEVENTY-SEVEN
SOPHOmORGS
.Name
Abbott, Katherine H.
Abrams, Ruth
Allard, Chauncey E.
Allen, Lewis L., Jr.
Allen, Robert D.
Arnold, Marion
Bachman, Mervin N.
Bain, Lewis
Ballinger. Ralph E-
Barnes, Luella M.
Batchelder, Janet
Belilove, Paul
Bell, Evelyn
Bergmann, Dorothy V.
Berry, Ruth L.
Bicknell, Alice K
Bills, Eloise
Birch, Hartzell R.
Birtwistle, Owen G.
Bishop, Roland
Blackinton, Anna W.
Booth, Walter J.
Booth, William H.
Boucher, Reginald H.
Bristow, Mary E.
Brown, Bertram
Brown. Donald F.
Brown, Everett
Brownell, FIenry W.
Budlong, Frank R,, Jr.
Burke. David J.
Burke, Eleanor Barbara
Burnett, Robert E.
Burton, John
Butier, William E.
Cargill, Rohert O.
Carlson, Howard G.
Carpenter, Dorothy
Caryl, Mary L.
Casey, John G,
Chaput, Robert J .
Chase, Isaac, Jr.
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Science
Mech. Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Home Economics
Mech. Engineering
Home Economics
Home Economics
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics
Mech. Engineering
Mech. Engineering
Agriculture
Home Economics
Civil Engineering
Agriculture
Science
Home Economics
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Agriculture
Chem. Engineering
Business Admin.
Civil Engineering
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Science
Civil Engineering
Home
ProN'idence
Providence
North Providence
Providence
Edgewood
Edgewood
Providence
Edgewood
East Providence
Lakewood
Providence
Providence
West Warwick
Pawtucket
Providence
Wickford
Kingston
Kingston
Providence
Albion
Providence
Woonsocket
Woonsocket
Central Falls
West Kingston
Providence
Rumford
Greenwood
Newport
Edgewood
Newport
Warren
Westerly
Chepachet
Edgewood
Valley Falls
Edgewood
Pawtucket
Hopkinton, Mass.
Providence
Central Falls
Newport
TFTTGP^
SOPHOmORS
.Name
Childs, Robert C.
Clarke, F. Lucille
Clarke. Julia Ann
Clegg, Robert E.
Coduri. Richard J
Coggeshall. Ruth L.
Cole, Robert T,
Colton, James
Compston, Dorothy J,
Cook, C. Milton
Cooper. Francis H.
Cooper. Irving
Comiier. Ernest J, Jr
Cosgrove. Robert M
Crandall, Dorothy L.
Crawford, Eleanor
Crocket. Earl P.
Cruickshank, Henry M.
Darling, Kenneth Vlason
Davis, Virginia
Dawson. Percival G.
Decatur, Adine L
d'Entremont, Wilfred W.
De Santis, John A.
Dick, David W.
Dick, Edward H.
Dilorio. Louis J.
Donald, Harold S.
Dow, Edgar D.
Droitcour, Mamie
Dunn, Frank J., Jr.
Dunne. Ellen R.
Eisenstadt, Morris
Ellis, William A, Jr.
Entin, Melvin
Factoroff, Allick
Faerber, Matthew J.
Fain, Norman M.
Fairchild, Knight
Farrell, John L.
Feldman, Hyman
Course
Chem. Engineering
Home Economics
Home Economics
Chem. Engineering
Business Admin.
I hme Economics
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Science
Mech Engineering
Chem Engineering
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Science
Home Economics
Engineering
Business Admin,
Elec, Engineering
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Agriculture
Science
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Physical Education
Mech. Engineering
Home Economics
Civil Engineering
Home Economics
Science
Science
Physical Education
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Mech. Engineering
Science
Business Admin-
Home
Peace Dale
East Greenwich
Providence
Providence
Westerly
Saylesville
Cranston
Providence
Apponaug
Ashton
Providence
Conimicut
Providence
Providence
Westerly
Providence
Pawtucket
Bradford
Woonsocket
Peace Dale
Providence
Buttonwoods
VIelrose, Mass.
Newport
Providence
Providence
Providence
Middletown
Providence
Edgewood
Edgewood
Providence
Providence
Warwick
New Bedford, Mass.
Mattapan, Mass.
Newport
Providence
Providence
Pawtucket
Newport
Q34
SOPHOmOReS
Name
Feldman, Sydney
Felicetti, Natale E,
Ferguson, Andrew J
Ferri, Anthony
Field, David L.
Figliolini, Anthony
Fish, Margaret G,
Fisher, Earl .Milton
Fletcher, Henry B, 3rd
Fowkes. Eugenia M
Fowler, Isabel W.
Frame, Kenneth A
Franklin, Charles E.
Fraraccio. Pasco
Friedman, Saul
I-roncilla, Renato Anthony
Furlong, James E,
Gardiner, Howard, Jr,
Gavin, Peter .A,
Genearelli, Alphonse Frank
Gendreau, Ernest E.
Gesick, Norman Swain
Glen, John M.
Goddard, Richard H.
Golding, Frank P.
Gould, Helen E.
Gourlie. Mary Louise
Grande, Serafino J.
Greene, Ernestine E.
Haley, Barbara E
Hall, Don:ilJ M
Hanley. Arthur L
Hanley, James b
Hanley, John
Hardy, Gilbert W, Jr,
Hardy, Robert
Harman, Grace
Harris, Gertrude A,
Harris, Howard Stoddard, Jr,
Hart, Margaret
Hawcroft, Mary E,
Course
Business Admin
Science
Business Admin.
Physical Education
Science
Business Adrnin
Science
.Science
.Science
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Chem. Engineering
Science
Engineering
Business Admin
Engineering
Science
Engineering
Engineering
Science
Chem Engineering
Chem. Engineering
Business Admin
Engineering
Agriculture
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Science
Elec. Engineering
Business Admin.
Science
Civil Engineering
Engineering
Chem Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Civil Engineering
Business Admin.
Science
Home
Fall River, Mass.
Westerly
Providence
Thornton
Providence
Providence
Woonsockel
Cranston
Providence
Alton
Oaklawn
Woonsocket
Washington
Providence
Providence
Providence
Auburn
Wickford
Brockton. Mass,
Westerly
OIneyville
Old Saybrook, Conn-
North Providence
Woonsocket
North Attleboro, Mass.
Peace Dale
Providence
Providence
West Kingston
Newport
Saunderstown
Providence
Westerly
Warren
Providence
Providence
Wakefield
Saylesville
Providence
Kingston
Providence
Name
Haynes, Harry G,
Hebb, Stephen
Higgins, Walter A,
Himes, Nelson W , Jr.
Hindel, Hope
Hodge, Priscilla
Hollingworth, Mildred
Holmes, Alice L,
Holt, Charles W,
Hook, Clarence K'l
Hopkins, Paul
Hughes, Isabel G,
Humcnczyk, Walter P,
Hunt. Jack M.
Hunt. John K,
llkewicz, Wanda
Ingram, Harold M,, Jr.
Johnson, Charles W, Jr.
Johnson, Warren
Keaney, Frank W,, Jr.
Keenan, Margaret H.
Kelly, Joseph B,
Kemper, Howard W.
Kennedy, Ruth
Kenyon, W. Robert
King, Charles E,
Knerr, Edwin
Knowe, Kenneth R,
Laney, John I. Jr,
Law, Marjorie P,
Law, Ruth W,
Lawrence, Richard B,
Lawton, Frank C, Jr.
Leclerc, Camille, Jr,
Lepper. Arthur
Lepper, Robert, Jr.
Levcowich, Tillie
Lockwood, E, Louvan
Lockwood, Ruth E,
Lockwood, William F,
Lodge, Edward R.
SOPHOmOReS
Continued
Course
Agriculture
Science
Science
Physical Education
Home Economics
Home Economics
Science
Science
Mech. Engineering
Mech. Engineering
Chem. Engineering
Home Economics
Engineering
Science
Engineering
Science
Engineering
Business Admin.
Chem. Engineering
Physical Education
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Civil Engineering
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Science
Home Economics
Science
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Chem. Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Science
Agriculture
Science
Home
West Warwick
Edgewood
Fall River, Mass.
Westerly
East Greenwich
Wakefield
Dryden Heights
East Greenwich
Pawtucket
Templeton, Mass.
Chepachet
Pro\idence
Long Island City, N.
East Providence
Pawtucket
Central Falls
Portland, Maine
Cranston
Newport
Kingston
Westerly
Eden Park
Providence
Westerly
Woonsocket
Newport
Hope Valley
Newport
East Providence
Cranston
Edgewood
New London, Conn.
Providence
Oaklawn
Westerly
Westerly
Westerly
Lakewood
Lakewood
Edgewood
Edgewood
WTZ^
EIGHTY-ONE
SOPHOmORS
Name
Loebenberg, Stanley
Longo, Gladys F. M.
Lynch, Mary
Lynch, William G.
Lunskey, Genevieve J.
McAloon, Francis L.
McCarthy, F, Justin
McCarthy, John
McKellar, Donald Ferguson
McLeod, Ralph R.
Macdougall, Warren
MacLaughlin, Virginia
Mailloux, Vincent
Mantenuto, John J .
Marcotte, Laurette
Markham, Robert W,, Jr.
Markoff, Joseph
Marlor, Dora
Martin, John F,
Marzilli, Gartano
Matarese, Theresa
Mathewson, Preston D,, Jr.
Mead, Jane A,
Meyer, Ray W,
Miner, Donald B,
Moffitt, Rita R.
Morey, Hilda M.
Murray, Peter J.
Murray, Virginia C.
Nemtzow, Shirley
Nocera, Amato
Oates, Evelyn E.
O'Brien, Donald F,
Olsen, Edward C,
Parmelee, Lyman M,
Pascoe, Louis T,, Jr.
Payne, John Raymond
Peisechow. Abraham
Pendleton, Ellen B.
Pendleton, Wesley W.
Pennine, Eleanor
Course
Science
Science
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Home Ecorwmics
Science
Physical Education
Science
Engineering
Business Admin.
Agricullure
Home Ecorwmics
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Home Ecorwmics
Mech. Engineering
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Science
Science
Engineering
Home Economics
Science
Engineering
Home Economics
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Home Economics
Science
Science
Science
Physical Education
Science
Business Admin.
Home Ecorwmics
Engineering
Home Economics
Home
Providence
Providence
Westerly
Newport
Riverside
Providence
South Portland, Maine
Providence
Westerly
Edgewood
Warren
Fiskeville
West Warwick
Providence
Providence
Pi'ovidence
Westerly
Wickford
Newport
Apponaug
Westerly
Edgewood
Cranston
Providence
Holyoke, Mass.
Wickford
Woonsocket
Jamestown
Westerly
Newport
Providence
East Greenwich
Newport
Riverside
East Greenwich
Westerly
Newport
West Kingston
Auburn
Providence
wr^NS
SOPHOmOR6$
Continued
Name
Pereira. Olive A.
Perry, M Fillmore
Petteruti. Florence
Phelan, William A.
Hercules, Picerne
Potter, Earl Howard
Potter, George M.
Raczelowski, Arthur Joseph
Radick. Victor
Radio, Edward J.
Randall, Jean
Reardon, Stuart
Reid, Kenneth A.
Reid, W'illiam A.
Rembert, John A.
Roebuck, Kenneth
Rogers, Alice W.
Romenski, Joseph
Rosen, Benton H.
Rotenberg. Joseph M.
Ruest. Gilbert J.
Russo, Anthony J.
Saddow, Edward
Salk, Albert
Salomon, Esther
Sammatro, Rosario M.
Saunders. Byron W.
Scalera, Corrado
Schlossberg, Flarry
Schweighofer, Pierre L. J.
Senerchia. George
Sharpe, David
Sherman, Mildred C-
Shutak, Gregory
Slavit, Leonard A.
Smith, Arthur L.
Smith, Craig M.
Smith. Robert I., Jr.
Smith, William, Jr.
Souther, James R.
Spiegelblatt, Henry
Course
Home Economics
Engineering
Business Admin.
Physical Education
Physical Education
Elec. Engineering
Business Admin.
Engineering
Physical Education
Science
Home Economics
Physical Education
Chem. Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Home Economics
Science
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Chem. Engineering
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Elec. Engineering
Science
Civil Engineering
Chem. Engineering
Science
Chem. Engineering
Business Admin-
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Engineering
Agricullure
Agriculture
Engineering
Physical Education
Science
Home
Providence
Providence
Providence
Bridgeton
Providence
Auburn
Barcelona, Spain
Providence
Providence
Pawtucket
Providence
Providence
Woonsocket
Wallum Lake
Amsterdam, N, Y,
Providence
Providence
Central r-"a!ls
Providence
Providence
Pawtucket
Bristol
Westerly
Providence
Pawtucket
Westerly
Providence
Providence
Providence
Woonsocket
Natick
Fruit Hill
East Providence
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Providence
Edgewood
Saylesville
Providence
Pawtucket
Providence
Newport
"D"J^
SOPHOmORGS
I
ISS;
Name
Spooner, Charles E,, Jr,
Squillante, Orlando
Stowell, John
Stringer, Robert E,
Strong, Robert J.
Sullivan, Jeremiah J.
Takvorian, Cjcrard
Taylor, Hilda
Taylor, Richard A.
Tefft, Donald R,
Tetlow, Edwin B.
Thayer, Herbert A
Thomas, Elizabeth
Tompkins, Dorothy T,
Toole, Arthur R,
Toole, Ralph W,
Toolin, Loraine E,
Trumpetto, Charles F.
Tucker, Chester H,
Tucker, Helen T,
Walkup, Helen E,
Walton, Frederick G , Jr.
Ward. Bernadine
Waters, Mildred L,
Webster, Frances
Wells, David
Wells, Stella
Welt, Simon A
West, William F,, Jr.
Westbrook, Raymond
Wetherald, .Arthur H,
White, Cynthia E,
Wight, Charles L, Jr,
Wild, George A,
Woodmansee, Clinton W.
Wooton, Richard C.
Wright, Kenneth E.
Wyatt, Frederick W.
Yardly, Arthur J.
Young, Bryan M,
Zisquit, Martin M,
Course
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Civil Engineering
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Engineering
Business Admin-
Agriculture
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Engineering
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Engineering
Business Admin
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Agricullure
Home Economics
Mech. Engineering
Science
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Home
Providence
Warren
Providence
Washington
OIneyville
Fall River, Mass,
Kingston
Lonsdale
East Providence
Providence
Providence
Woonsocket
Providence
Drexel Hill, Pa,
Pawtucket
Pawtucket
Wood River Junction
Westerly
Washington
Kingston
West Kingston
Newport
Edgewood
Rumford
Kingston
Taunton, Mass,
Edgewood
Groton, Conn,
Edgewood
Hamburg, N, J,
Providence
Manville
Wakefield
Fall River, Mass.
West Kingston
Kingston
Agawam, Mass.
Riverside
East Greenwich
North Smithfield
Providence
"TFfEGNSI-
EIGHTY-FOUR
FRGSHm^n CLASS OFFICRS
President ....
Vice-Presidenl
Treasurer ....
Secretary ....
Chairman of Frosh Banquet
James Wright
Helen Baclawski
Kenneth Higgins
Martha McCormick
Herman Anderson
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EIGHTY-FIVE
'^'
FRGSHmen
.Name
Ahern, Austin Thomas
Almy, Lionel Andrade
Anderson, Herman Aaron C,
Anderson, Leonard Edward
Andrews, Charles Seeley
Andrews, William Norman
Armstrong, Harold Wm,, Jr.
Arnold, Wheeler W, Jr,
Asadorian, Ara Astor
Atkinson, Lillie Jane
Babcock, Dorothy Frances
Baclawski. Helen
Banford. Eugene Lincoln
Barber, Beverly Linda
Barnes, Raymond P.
Barry. Vincent Joseph
Beauchemin, Paul G,
Beirne, Anne Elizabeth
Bell, George LeRoy
Bennett, Albert Thomas
Benson, Mary Bertha
Bernstein, .Mice
Biedrzyckl, Raymond Frank
Birch, Eleanor Hazard
Blackman, Ellis Earl
Blackmar, Natalie Wheaton
Blade, Milo Oberg
Blake, Hilda Lorraine
Boguslavsky, Isidore
Bonjour, Jeanne Juliette
Bonn, Herbert Allen
Boothroyd, Wilson Page
Borden, Henry Kruse
Bridges, Lawrence Wilson
Brightman, Alice f-'rances
Brindle, Elsie Jane
Border. Samuel
Brooke, David Russell
Brown, David Hunter
Brown, James Champlin
Course
Business Admin.
.Science
Engineering
Engineering
Agriculture
Agriculture
Engineering
Engineering
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Engineering
Business Admin.
Agriculture
Science
Animal Ind.
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Scierwe
Business Admin.
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Home Economics
Home Economics
Agricullure
Engineering
Engineering
Agriculture
Home
Providence
Newport
Newport
East Greenwich
Providence
Norwood
Woon.socket
Pawtucket
Providence
Wakefield
Narragansett
Providence
Cranston
Bradford
Chepachet
Providence
Providence
Providence
Lakewood
Providence
Providence
Woonsocket
Old Saybrook, Conn.
Kingston
Providence
Barrington
West Warwick
West Warwick
Fall River, Mass.
Edgewood
Providence
Providence
Fall River, Mass.
Narragansett
Bristol
Westerly
Providence
Riverside
East Greenwich
West Kingston
liiGiriY-SlX
:h CiNst-
Name
Browning, Emma Kathyn
Brunskill, Earl
Bryan, George William, Jr.
Bucci, Anthony
Buffinton, Robert Bradford
Burton, John Francis
Butler, Muriel Ennis
Callaghan, Joseph Matthew
Campagna. Salvatore
Campanella. Stephen C.
Capalbo, Athelina
Card, Madeline June
Carlson, Eleanor Elizabeth
Caroselli, Nestore Edgar
Caroselli, Remus Francis
Carritt, Dayton Ernest
Casey, John Joseph, Jr.
Cashman, Anne Elizabeth
Caton, Frederick Wilson
Cavanaugh, Anna Veronica
Chace, Ralph Lawrence
Chase, Curtis Davis, Jr.
Chimento, Dominic
Coggins, Calvin Richard
Cokin, Louis
Colorulli, Guido
Colvin, Walter Sterry
Conroy, Thomas Louis
Cooper, Gertrude Eleanor
Costanza. Vincent Edward
Cowell, Alice Elizabeth
Croce, Gene Albert
Dawson, Charles William
Desjarlais, Andre Joseph
Digati, John Anglo
DiPrete, Alfred Frank
Dolbey, Lois Eleanor
Drummond, Elizabeth
Durkin, John Vincent
Dye, Catharine
FResHmen
Continued
Course Home
Home Economics Hope Valley
Engineering Shann(x;k
Business Admin. East Greenwich
Engineering Providence
Engineering .Auburn
Business Admin Narragansett
Hotne Ecorwmics Wickford
Science Pawtucket
ProvidenceEngineering
Business Admin. Providence
Science Bradford
Science LaFayette
Home Economics Providence
Agriculture Providence
Science Providence
Engineering Providence
Science Kingston
Home Economics Providence
Engineering Providence
Home Economics Providence
Engineering Providence
Science Brockton, Mass.
Engineering Westerly
Science Kingston
Business Admin. Pawtucket
Science Providence
Agriculture Hope
Science Hamilton
hlome Economics Narragansett
Business Admin Peace Dale
Science Longmeadow
Engineering Providence
Business Admin. North Pro\idence
Engineering Providence
Business Admin. Bristol
Engineering Cranston ^
Home Economics Johnston 1
Home Economics Auburndale 1
Business Admin. Providence ^
Home Ecorwmics East Providence
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EIGFTTY-SEVEN
FR^SHm^n
.Name
Dygert, Eleanor Frances
Eastwood, James Wilson
Fay, Edmund Joseph
Fedovowicz, John
Feigelman, Nathan
Ferri, Micholas
Fineman, Ernest
Fishbein, Joseph George
Fisher. Dorothy Rawson
Forsstrom, Albin Bertel, Jr
Fortunato, Joseph Stephen
Francis, Martin John
Eraser, William Edward
Fulford, Ernest Martin
Furlong, Donald
Gallaher, M. Corrine
Garceau. Bertram Joseph
Geaber, Geraldine Eva
Gervasini, Victor Joseph
Giannotti. Anthony Berlinger
Gilbert. Lionel Gordon
Gill. Roland Edgar
Gleeson. Robert Garvin
Gliss, Edward Hudson
Gould, Dorothy
Gould, Linwood Percy
Gregory, Norman Francis
Grimes, John Anthony
Grisko, George Peter
Guenther, Louis Joseph
Haley. Alice Elizabeth
Hammett, Lois
Hammond, Lester Howard
Hand, Earl James
Hannah, John Thomas
Hannuksela, Matthew
Hanson, Walter Barclay, Jr.
Hardy, Frederick Espy
Hartley, Robert
Harvey, Bernard James, Jr
Home Economics Roselle Park. N.J,
.Science Providence
Engineering Edgewood
Agriculture West Warwick
Science Newport
Physical Education Thornton
Engineering Providence
Science Providence
Home Economics Providence
Agriculture Providence
Science Providence
Engineering Providence
Agriculture Eden Park
Business Admin. Westerly
Engineering Auburn
Home Economics Kingston
Science Pawtucket
Business Admin. Narragansett
Engineering Bradford
Business Admin. Providence
Engineering Jamestown
Science .^mesbury, Mass,
Engineering Woonsocket
Science Long Branch, N. J.
Business Admin. Westerly
Science Providence
Engineering Pawtucket
Engineering Providence
Science Lafayette
Agriculture Rumford
Business Admin. Providence
Home Ecorwmics Newport
Engineering North Scituate
Science New Bedford, Vlass
Agriculture Norwood
Science Wyoming
Business Admin. Providence
Engineering Providence
Engineering Cranston
Engineering Newport
5?sS's.
lUHTY-EIGHT
'HE GM.ST-
FRESHmen
Clnntinuccl
Name
Hawk, Elsie Willis
Haworth. William Holden
Hawthorne. Mary Elizabeth
Hazard. Sprague Whipple
Hibbits, krancis Leonard
Higgins. Kenneth Raymond
Hinman, Marie Louise
Hofinger, Leopold Frederick
Holley, Carolyn Ethel
Holmes. Hazel Lillian
Hopkins. Ruth Elizabeth
Hopps. Robert Millard
Hovespian. Ara
Hotchkiss, John Joseph
Howard. Embert Edson
Howarth. krederick Gremont
Howarth, James Bertram
Hudyma. George Marco
Huels, Robert Franz
Jackson. James Kenneth
Jackson, Flarry Raymond
Jennings. Cedric Copeland
Kenner, Frederick
Kent. Edmund Hamilton
Kerby. Peter Gorth
Kernan. Louise Catherine
Kershaw, John Richardson
Kettle, Daisy Irene
Kinne. Natalie Ingrid
Kinniburgh, Donald Pearson
Knott, Adrian Edmund
Kogut, FIenry James
Koret, Sydney
Kozik, Mitchell Stanley
Kuykendall. Harriet Miller
Lacy, Olive Marie
Langworthy, Blanche
Larkin, Herbert Nelson
Larkink, Sally Elizabeth
Lasch, Irving Gerald
Course
Home Economics
Agriculture
Science
Science
Science
Agriculture
Science
Business Admin,
I hme Economics
Home Economics
Home Economics
Agriculture
Engineering
Engineering
Science
hngineering
Business Admin,
Science
Science
Engineering
Business Admin.
Agriculture
Science
Engineering
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Agriculture
Home Economics
Science
Engineering
Business Adnun
Business .Admin.
Engineering
Home Economics
Home Economics
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Science
Home
Greenville
Lonsdale
Providence
Newport
Riverside
Fall River, Mass.
Providence
Providence
West Kingston
East Greenwich
Providence
Providence
Providence
Wallingford. Conn,
Johnston, R. I.
Providence
Lonsdale
West Warwick
Providence
Providence
Newport
Newport
Providence
Newton Highlands, Vlass
Newtonville, Mass.
West Warwick
Providence
East Greenwich
Lincoln Park
Pawtucket
Pawtucket
Woonsocket
Providence
Holyoke, Mass.
West Virginia
Providence
Wyoming
Kingston
Westerly
Fall River, Vlass,
5.iA
V
EIGHTY-NINE
FR^SHmen
Name
Long, Fannie Lou
Lowry, Beatrice Christy
Lupien, Ernest R., Jr.
Lynch, Dorothy Rose
Lyon, Karl Hamilton
McCarthy, f-'rederic Charles
VIcCarville, Kathleen Mary
VlcConnell, John Jeremiah
VlcCormick, Viartha Carolyn
McDermott. Christal Catherine
McDonnell, Alice Dalton
McEnneny. Marguerite Regina
McKenney, Roger Morrel
McKinnon, James Kenneth
McMahon, Arthur John A.
McMahon, James
MacKay, John Rogers
Macomber, Bettina Cutter
Magee. Ernest Martin
Malone, John Vlaynard
Vlarshall. Albert James
Vlarvel. FIenry Sherman Stewart
Matarese. Lola
Meadus. krank Sales
Mellen. John Nelson
Meunier, Vincent Ellesson
Miller, Charles Henry
Mills, Earl Goodali, Jr.
Vlitcheil, Vlargaret Colombe
Moffett, Allen Walker
Moffett, Arnold
VIonte, Louis Frank
VIorse, Carolyn Wilbur
Morton, Robert Cummingham
Vludge, Robert Mitchell
Vlullen, Gerald Joseph
Mulvey, Vlichael John
Murano, John Edward
Murray, James Hunter
Napolitano, Vlichael Alfonso Vlario
Course
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Engineering
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Physical Education
Home Economics
Engineering
Home Economics
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics
Engineering
Engineering
Science
Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Physical Education
Engineering
Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Engineering
Science
Engineering
Engineering
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Engineering
Physical Education
Engineering
Engineering
Science
Science
Engineering
Home
Kingston
Westerly
Pawtucket
Providence
Newport
South Portland, Me.
Providence
Providence
Rumford
Providence
Woonsocket
Providence
Providence
Pawtucket
Cranston
Woonsocket
Providence
Edgewood
Barrington
Portsmouth
OIneyville
Newport
Westerly
Providence
Narragansett
Pawtucket
Pawtucket
Conimicut
Central Falls
Fiskeville
Fiskeville
Providence
Wood River Junction
Pawtucket
Westerly
Providence
Edgewood
Westerly
Providence
Providence
ilr
FRCSHmen
Name
Nelson, Wilbur. J r,
Nichols. Barbara Ballou
Niedzwicki, Chester Peter
North, Joseph Bentley, Jr.
Northup, Hilda
O'Connor, Grace Marie
O'Hara, James Louis
O'Reilly, James Arthur
Orenstein, Vlartin Bernard
O'Rourke. Catherine Emma
Orr, Everett Alexander
Peckham. Vlargaret Louise
Pengelley. Rhoda Vlarie
Perlow, Vlilton
Petrucci, Louis V,
Pezzullo, Thomas John
Pfefferle, Albert William
Phillips, Edgar Lloyd
Phillips. Norman Joseph
Piacitelli, Stephen Guy
Pinderhughes, Denard James, Jr.
Poland, Madeline Scholestica
Poland, Margaret Mary
Pontinovitz. Sydney Sanford
Popplewell. Dorothy Hope
Possner. Howard Edmond, Jr,
Price, Edwin Lawrence
Pullman, Maurice Milton
Raimond, William Anthony
Reback, Sanford Allan
Reynolds, George Edward, Jr.
Rezendes, Alfred
Ritchie, Robert Alvin
Robertshaw. Jacob Daniel
Robinson, Harry
Robinson, Mary Cecilia
Rouslin, Albert Howard
Ruisi, Joseph Louis Cadorna
Russillo, John Baptist
Salomon, Milton
Course
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Engineering
Science
Home Economics
Home Economics
Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Engineering
Engineering
Business Admin.
Engineering
Business Admin.
Agriculture
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics
Science
Business Admin.
Business Admin.
Science
Business Admin.
Engineering
Engineering
Science
Business Admin.
Engineering
Home Economics
Engineering
Science
Science
Agriculture
Home
Newport
Barrington
Jolinston
Woonsocket
Wakefield
Providence
Providence
Centerdale
Providence
Providence
East Providence
Newport
Weekapaug
Pawtucket
Providence
Johnston
Pawtucket
Auburn
Auburn
Cranston
Providence
East Providence
East Providence
Dorchester, Vlass
Providence
Wakefield
Ashton
Providence
Providence
Pawtucket
Providence
East Providence
Lincoln Park
Woonsocket
Woonsocket
Providence
Providence
Westerly
Providence
Passaic. N- J.
"9^r4"
NINETY-ONE
FR6SHmn
Name
Sanford, Henry Louis, Jr.
Schofield. Frank Richards
Schoos, Albert Vlaurice
Schwartz, Edward Sidney
Scungio, Joseph Alfred
Shackleton. Howard Ross
Shapazian, Charles Martin
Shea, Dorothy Edna
Sherman, Ruth Alice
Shola, James George
Silk. Nathan
Silver, Abraham
Simonimi. Constant Leonard
Sledjick. Stanley Dominic
Smith, Mildred Gertrude
Smith, Theose Lester
Soloveitzik, Ella
Souler, Charlotte Ethel
Sposato, Anna Vlarie
Sposato, Patsy Ercalo
Stark, Frank Louis, Jr.
Steen, Paul Donald
Steere, Anthony Andrew
St. Onge, Annette Gertrude
Talbot, Mary Margaret
Tallman, Stanley Richard
Tanner, Claude Edwin, Jr.
Taylor, Bessie Irene
Taylor, John, Jr.
Teeden, Russell Charles
Thomas, Barbara
Thomas, Phillip Edwm, Jr.
Thomasian, Cecelia Edith
Thurber, Mildred Ella
Tillman, Hjalmar Augustine
Tinkham, Mabel Chace
Townend, Elizabeth Olney
Trovato, Angelina Vlarie
Turco, Vincent Joseph
Turgeon. Henry Edward
Course
Engineering
Business Admin.
Engineering
Agricullure
Business Admin.
Engineering
Engineering
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Business Admin-
Science
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Home Economics
Engineering
Business Admin-
Home Economics
Home Economics
Agriculture
Agriculture
Engineering
Agricullure
Home Economics
Science
Engineering
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Business Admin-
Engineering
Home Economics
Science
Science
Home Economics
Agriculture
Home Economics
Home Economics
Science
Science
Business Admin.
Home
Bristol
Westerly
West Warwick
Providence
Providence
North Providence
Providence
Providence
North Providence
Providence
Fall River, Mass-
Provldence
Providence
Central Falls
Providence
Hope Valley
Westerly
Woonsocket
Westerly
Westerly
Newport
Edgewood
Chepachet
East Greenwich
Cranston
Providence
I-'rovi dence
Westerly
Newport
Riverside
Providence
Woonsocket
Providence
East Providence
Newport
Warren
Providence
Westerly
Westerly
'HF. GMST-
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Underwood, Phyllis Maude
Vanasse. Irving Alexander
Vargas, John Lewis, Jr,
Ventrone, Theodore Anthony
Wade, Richard Eddison
Wagner, Albert Kenneth
Waldman, Ruth Elizabeth
Warren, Raymond Wilbur
Watt, Joseph Lawson
Whelan, Eleanor Margaret
Whelden, Ruth Natalie
Whitman, Virginia Cornell
Whitney, Laurens Adin
Wilkie, Erie Swanton
Wolfe, Henry
Wood, Robert Emerson
Wordell, Claire
Wright, Harold Edward
Wright, James Dennis
Yates, William Edmund
Yosinoff, Maurice
Course
Home Economics
Science
Engineering
Engineering
Science
Science
Home Economics
Engineering
Business Admin.
Home Economics
Home Economics
Business Admin.
Science
Engineering
Science
Engineering
Science
Engineering
Agriculture
Engineering
Business Admin.
Home
Providence
Oak Lawn
North Tiverton
Providence
East Greenwich
Riverside
Providence
Lakewood
Groton, Conn
Edgewood
Providence
West Warwick
Kingston
Pawtucket
Providence
Providence
Taunton, Mass.
Wakefield, R. I.
Wakefield
Edgewood
Providence
"^"3^4"
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FootbaU
Capt. Charles VIodliszewski
Capt. Frederick Stickney
Capt. Thomas Wright
George Tyler
Leonard Tamulevich
William Dolan
Francis Castrovillari
John Fisher
Raymond Rabidoux
Paul Solitto
James Souther
Stuart Reardon
"Raymond Simpson
Sylvester Capalbo
John Mantenuto
Everett Collins
John Duksta
Edward Ryan
Frank Prusaczyk
John Moss
Frank Keaney, Jr.
Charles Trumpetto
Joseph Rotenberg
Melvin Entin
Joseph Prybyla
Joseph DeRita
Reginald Horseman
Justin McCarthy
Capt. Everett Morris
Marcus Cotter
Knight Fairchild
Arthur Arnold
Patrick Sullivan
Ray Kelly
Art Flanley
Romeo Quintin
Fred Perry
Indoor Track
Capt. William Ellis
Kenneth Krausche
Charles Modliszewski
Ray Kelly
George Wild
Arthur Hanley
Henry Dreyer
William Dolan
Ralph Henshaw
Arthur Arnold
Baseball
Capt. Harry Greaves
Capt. Edward Bastolla
Charles Gorman
John Fisher
Edward Ryan
Henry Dreyer
Jack Marsden
Joseph Gula
William Dolan
John Vloss
Arthur Arnold
Frank Applin
Frank Racca
Track
Capt, Howard Umstead
Capt. Henry Dreyer
Thomas Wright
Everett Morris
Arthur Arnold
Raymond Kelly
William Dolan
Gordon Roy
Patrick Sullivan
Patrick Kennedy
Marcus Cotter
Charles Modliszewski
Fred Perry
Kenneth Krausche
Basketball
Capt. George Tyler
Capt. Joseph Speckman
Jack Francis Vlartin
Jack Maloney Martin
Frank Applin
Thomas Wright
Reginald Horseman
Austin Sanborn
George Spink
James Federico
Russell Koch
Frank Keanev
TH GIMST ru32r
RHODG ISLARD ATHLQICS ^
The year of 1933-1934 beamed favorably on Rhode Island Athletics, All the
athletic teams of the college went through strenuous but successful seasons. In addi
tion to this Coach Fred Tootell produced two champions "Hank" Dreyer who
broke the world record for the thirty-five pound weight throw, and "Charlie"
Modliszewski who annexed the National Junior A, A, U, hammer title.
In looking forward, prospects are even brighter for Rhode Island, Although
State's schedules were made far more difficult this year, next year's schedules will
be even harder, and Rhode Island athletic teams will advance to the class in which
they belong.
'iHe GiM.sr 034
NINETY-SEVEN
.'OlJUUUiJ I
Fou lA Ron R R J r eaney Asa slant Coach J DeR ta S Rto don
Th dRo J Ro t t J u C es ck H Donald D Thavt J Moss B Mu Icn
Sec nlRo J Ma tenu o M Cnt n J Clasci C T umpeCt F Keanc> Jr E Coll ns J I
SCORES FOR 1933 SEASON
Rhode Island 12 Brooklyn College . 0
Rhode Island 6 Maine .... 0
Rhode Island 0 Brown .... 26
Rhode Island 13 Arnold .... 6
Rhode Island 12 Mass. State .
'
14
Rhode Island 20 Coast Guard 12
Rhode Island 20 Worcester 7
Rhode Island 20 Connecticut 7
THE GJM5T. IP34
NINETY-KIGHT
J
FOOTBniL
N a season differing markedly from that of last year,
the Rhode Island State football team won six games
and lost onlv two. The team scored a total of 103
points as compared with a total of 72 points for its opponents.
That the season was successful is attested by the fact that
John Mantenuto received .Ml-.American recognition for his
100-yard run with an intercepted pass in the Maine game, and
that Bud Fisher scored nine times making him one of the lead
ing scorers in New England. The team also held Lou Bush of
Mass. State scoreless. Bush is the nation's leading scorer.
Coach Keaney can justly be proud of the record of the team.
Facing a hard schedule with a lack of seasoned material, Keaney
whipped into shape a football eleven which was quite successful.
With the Connecticut game. Coach Keaney concluded his
fourteenth football season at Rhode Island State.
L
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Rhode Island 0
flc the Keaneymen went down to defeat
at the paws of the Brown Bear. Rhody spirit, which
this year had reached the highest pitch attained in
recent years, sank as the Bruin's fast backfield swooped
down on the State goal line for the first score in the
initial period.
Time and time again the fleet-footed Brown backs
galloped through their opponent's defense for long gains.
and it was only the fine tackling of Fred Stickney and
Charlie Modliszewski that kept the Bears from making
further gains.
Brown's first score came late in the opening quarter,
as a result of a 58-yard march down the field. With the
ball on State's 17-yard line. Brown swept forward for
a touchdown, A few minutes later, the Bears scored
another touchdown but failed to score any points, for
a Brown man was offside.
During the third period the Rams held the Bears
scoreless. Late in this period, Mantenuto intercepted a
Brown pass. With the aid of Wright's and Mullin's
passes, Rhody reached the 11-yard line before it was
stopped. The Bruins then carried the ball up to their
45-yard marker from which point they rushed it 55
yards for a touchdown.
On the following kickoff, Mullins ran from his 3-yard
line to the 43-yard marker with only the Brown captain
preventing him from going the entire distance, Wright
then dashed 18 yards further, but fumbled when he
was tackled. An exchange of plays, and Brown scored
another six points.
When Joe Prybyla recovered a Brown fumble on
his 22-yard line, the Rams' chances of scoring were
lost as the game ended with the ball on the 17-yard line.
TH GIMST. \Q?>4
ONE HUNDRED TWO
Rhode Isl.and 13, Arnold 6
G.Gaining its third victory in four
starts, Rhode Island beat Arnold in an in
teresting but unspectacular game. During the
first period the play was nearly all in the visi
tors' territory. 'When an Arnold man fumbled
on his own 5-yard line, Dolan and Fisher
pounced on the ball and Fisher carried it over
the line in two attempts. Junior Keaney added
the point with a drop-kick. In the second
period, too, Rhody had the ball on Arnold's
6-yard line, but the gymnasts' defense held.
Early in the second half, the Rams fum
bled and Arnold tried an aerial attack. One
of thei r passes was successful, butModliszewski
cut short their gaining. Seizing the ball as
Arnold's second pass was broken up, the
Ram's captain, aided by the fine blocking of
his team mates, ran almost 70 yards for a
touchdown.
Arnold scored its lone tally a few plays
later when Junior Keaney's punt was run
back for 47 yards, bringing the ball to the
3-yard line from which it was carried over the
goal line in three attempts.
THF. GP.IST
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Rhode 1sl.4nd 20, Worcester 7
For their fifth victory of the year,
the Rhode I sland team chose to beatWorcester.
With Bud Fisher lending the impetus with his
line play for two touchdowns in the last
stages of the first quarter, and early in the
second. State overcame Tech's early margin
of seven points to avenge the defeat suffered
a year ago.
A long pass, midway through the opening
period gave Worcester a seven point advant
age, but late in the same quarter Modliszewski
recovered a Worcester fumble on Worcester's
20-yard line, and a few plays later Fisher
crashed through center for the initial touch
down. Keaney kicked the point.
Another break aided State early in the
same period when Charlie Trumpetto re
covered a fumble on the 8-yard line, and
again Fisher charged through the Tech line
for a second touchdown. The third State
score came after a concentrated drive of
50 yards, Ray Rabidoux finally smashing off
tackle for the touchdown.
Both teams took to the air in the second
half, but neither was able to add further to
their opening period scores.
Rhode Island 20, Connecticut 7
fiHODE Island concluded a successful
season by romping over the team of its tradi
tional rival, Connecticut, by the score of 20-7.
The game was fast, and Rhode Island re
tained possession of the ball most of the time.
Captains Stickney and Modliszewski playing
in their last game repeatedly tackled the
Nutmeggers behind the line of scrimmage and
also opened large holes in the Connecticut
line during the offensive. The game was en-
ivened by Fisher's line plunges and by
Mantenuto's frequent romps off tackle and
around end.
ONE HUNDRED SEVEN
VARSITY BASKETBALL
f
Urd Row: Manager Spink, Burke, Te
:ond Row Wright, Koch. J F. Martir
z. Booth, Applin, Sanborn. Nye. Vaznaian, Coach Keane
Captain Tyler, Caplain Speckman. J M, Martin, Fishei
SCORES 1933-1934 SEASON
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
75 Alumni
Arnold . . .
Cooper Union
Coast Guard
Northeastern
Crimson Independi
Worcester Tech
Brown .
Mass. State
Panzer .
Connecticut
Tufts .
Northeastern
Clark . .
Connecticut
Brown ,
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RHODE ISLAND, 75ALUMNI, 40
The Rhode Island State basketball team opened its
season on December 7 with a 75-40 victory over a strong
Alumni team at Kingston. Rhode Island led all the
way and at the half was ahead by a score of 32-16. Fine
defensive work by co-Captains Speckman and Tyler,
and the spectacular shooting of Jack M, Martin aided
in piling up the score. "Red" Haire and Magoun did
most of the scoring for the Alumni.
RHODE ISLAND, 54ARNOLD, 22
In the second game of the season, Rhode Island
emerged victorious with a score of 54 as against Arnold's
score of 22. Again Jack M. Martin contributed mightily
to the score.
RHODE ISLAND, 58COOPER UNION, 27
Maintaining their point-a-minute record, the Rams
defeated Cooper Union 58-27 in their third game.
RHODE ISLAND, 50COAST GUARD, 21
On Dad's Day the Rhody Rams showed to per
fection as they defeated the Coast Guard team 50-21
in a none-too-exciting game.
THF. r,P.IST
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RHODE ISLAND, 44NORTHEASTERN, 36
For their fifth victory the Rhode Island basketball
players beatNortheastern 44-36 in amost exciting game.
Up to three minutes from the final whistle it was a
toss-up as to which team would win.
CRIMSON INDEPENDENTS, 35
RHODE ISLAND, 33
The Crimson Indies proved a stumbling block for
the fast Rhody team. In a terrifically fast game, Rhody
lost 35-33.
RHODE ISLAND, 44-\VORCESTER TECH, 36
Rhody's team, toppled from the ranks of undefeated
teams, rose again into the win column when it defeated
Worcester, 44-36. Late in the game, the Rams' subs
were held while 'Worcester went into a 17-point scoring
spree, but their spurt came too late, and the Rams were
still far ahead at the final whistle. Jack Francis Martin
and Applin led the State attack, scoring repeatedly in
the opening half to give the Rams their early advantage.
THL^^ClEiJ^X-
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1934
RHODE ISLAND, 56BROWN, 35
Brown University's varsity basketball team fell
before the point-a-minute outfit of Rhode Island State
in the latter's eighth game to the tune of 56-35 at
Kingston. Displaying flashes of power, especially in the
closing periods, the Rams ran their victory string to
seven in eight games. The Bruins stepped into an early
lead, but State hit its stride midway through the open
ing half, and at intermission enjoyed a 26-21 lead.
Speclonan, Jack F. Martin, and Federico increased
State's lead until the contest was over.
MASS. STATE, 48RHODE ISLAND, 46
In one of the closest games of the season, the Rhode
Island State basketball team lost a hard fought over
time battle to Mass. State at Amherst by the score of
48-46. Up to the last few minutes of the regular playing
period the Rams held a close margin over the home
team, but at the period the Aggies tied the score and
took a two point lead. Junior Keaney sank a sensational
shot from the middle of the floor, tying the score at
39 all. During the overtime period, the Rams went into
an early lead only to lose finally when, with thirty
seconds to play, the Aggies shot a basket to win.
TH^ CWl^T 034
ONE HUNDRED ELEVEN
RHODE ISLAND, 42PANZER, 38
Rhody beat Panzer 42-38 in their tenth game. The
game was closely contested, but State finally conquered
the physical-ed boys from New Jersey.
RHODE ISLAND, 50CONNECTICUT, 26
State defeated Connecticut, its traditional rivals,
50-26 at Kingston, With John F. Martin leading the
scoring attack, the Rams led at half-time, 20-11. Dur
ing the first ten minutes of the next period, the Keaney
men tallied 22 points to their opponent's five.
RHODE ISLAND, 54TUFTS, 44
Although a strong battle was expected, Rhody
conquered Tufts by a margin of ten points with a score
of 54-44. The contest was unique in that it was forcibly
delayed two days when snow prevented the Tufts team
from leaving Boston.
RHODE ISLAND, 28NORTHEASTERN, 23
In their second game with Northeastern the Rams
staged a brilliant rally in the second half to win 28-23
at Boston. Trailing 17-5 at half time, the Rams came
from behind with a rush to score over the Huskies for
the second time this s
GIMST lUJA 1
ONE HUNDRED TWELVE
RHODE ISLAND, 44CLARK, 25
With two more games to play, the Rhody team
maintained its record of only two defeats in fourteen
starts when it defeated Clark University 44-25. With
Harry Teitz sinking three baskets in succession the
score read 8-2 after the first four minutes, our team
remaining far in the lead throughout the remainder
of the contest.
RHODE ISLAND, 44CONNECTICUT, 38
The second game with Connecticut saw Rhody
behind 17-18 at the end of the first half. The Rams
rallied to finish the game 44-38, although their lead
was threatened continually throughout the game.
BROWN, 47RHODE ISLAND, 29
In the last game of the season, Rhody lost to Brown,
47-29. The Rhody team seemed unable to click and was
far behind, exhibiting almost no speed throughout the
entire game. However, this loss did not threaten the
point-a-minute record of the Rams.
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VARSITY BASBALL TAm
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1933 BASEBALL 1934 BASEBALL
R. I.
R. I.
R. I.
R, I,
R. I.
R- I.
R. I.
R. I.
R, I.
R. I,
R. I.
R. I.
R. I.
Brooklyn College 2
Maine . 2
BridgewaterSTC 7
Panzer . . . 1
Arnold . 1
Clark . . . 1
Worcester Tech 1
Northeastern . 3
Brown ... 3
Northeastern . 5
Connecticut . 8
St, Michael's , 3
Connecticut 3
THL GMST
R, I
R, I
R, I
R, I
R. I
R. I
Northeastern . 3
Brooklyn College 5
Arnold College 6
Maine . , , 5
Worcester Tech 3
I Univ, . 10
1Q34
ONE HUNDRED FOURTEEN
J
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ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN
VARSITY TRACK T6Am
Sanborn. Souther, Cotter, Fairchild.
ilde, Sullivan, Steere.
tic, Allard, Kennedy, J. Hanley, Miner, Yardley, McCarthy.
Hersey. Bourne, Wight, Parker, P
. Assistant Manager Hindley, Hanley, Kelly, Thum, Morris, Umstead, Di
VARSITY TRACK
\
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
67
95 2/3
80 1/6
65 2/3
Brown .
Connecticut
W. P. I.
Brown .
Connecticut
2nd place Eastern Intercollegiate
7th place ^New England Intercollegiate
15th placeI. C. A. A. A. A.
TH GIMST^
39 1/3
54 5/6
69 1/3
27
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ONE HUNDRED SIXTEEN
J
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ONE HUNDRED SEVENTEEN
VRRSITY CROSS COUnTRY TGnm
Third Row Coach Too
First Row: Dawson, Allard
iilds. Cotter
r Hindley. J
1933 CROSS COUNTRY
Rhode Island . . . 15 U. S. Coast Guard . 40
Rhode Island . . 24 M. I. T. . . . . 34
Rhode Island . . 24 Worcester Tecli. . . 31
Rhode Island . . 26 Connecticut . 30
3rd place--Harvard Intercollegiate
3rd place--New Er gland Intercollegiate
7th place--I.e. A. A. A. A.
TH GIMST 1Q34
ONE HUNDRED EIGHTEEN
FROSH FOOTBALL
Fount, Row. Costanza. Burton. Coach Toot,
Third Roui: J Wrleht. Hoylo, Barnes, Forr
irthy. Kerby, Gould. Wilkie. Magee. Brown
I
FRESHMEN FOOTBALL
Freshmen . . 12 Nichols Jr. College 0
Freshmen . . 0 Brown Freshmen . 13
Freshmen . . 18 Boston Univ. Fresh. 0
Freshmen . . 0 Springfield Fresh. 19
Freshmen . . 27 Conn. Freshmen . 0
JTHr. GMST 1934
A
ONE HUNDRED NINgTBEN
r FROSH BASKETBALL
PfelTerly. Magee, Salomon, McCarthy, tJia
SCORES1933-1934 SEASON
TH GMST
Freshmen , , . 65 R, I. College of Ed, . 30
. . 64 Salem S. T, C. . . 38
, , 40 Northeastern Fresh, , 30
, . . 57 Durfee Textile , 33
, . . 43 Worcester Tech, Fresl" , 16
. . . 55 Brown Freshmen , , 36
Freshmen , , . 33 Farmington S, T. C, , 34
Freshmen . . . , 61 Nassau Prep, . , 34
, , , 55 Connecticut Fresh, , 33
Freshmen . . . 42 Northeastern Fresh, , 48
Freshmen . . . , 47 Collegiate Prep. , , 38
Freshmen . . . . 46 Connecticut Fresh, . 33
Freshmen . . . . 52 Brown Freshmen . . 23
rQ34r
ONE HUNDRED
'
FROSH CROSS COUFITRY
1,
second Row: Assiscant Manager H ndley, Perlo , P e
Firsl Row: McMahon, Raimond, Banford. Warren.
!l
1933 CROSS COUNTRY FRESHMEN
R. I. Freshmen . .41 Westerly . . . .17
R. I. Freshmen . .40 M. I. T. Freshmen . 15
R. I. Freshmen . . 22 Conn. Freshmen . . 33
7th place New England Intercollegiate
TFr GMST :P34
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-ONE
CO-^D ATHL6TICS
Mrs, Josephine Lees Ru;
The Women's Athletic Association was reorganized this year by Mrs, Keaney,
Mrs, Russell, and an executive board. This board drew up a new Constitution in
which was incorporated a new point system. In the new system, sportswill bedivided
into major and minor, and the college year into three sport seasons: Fall, Winter,
and Spring. By this system many new activities will be recognized by the Associa
tion as riding, rifle, and swimming.
The rewards are:
75 points Numerals 1 75 points Sweater
225 points Cup
R, I. LETTERWOMEN
Marion Bishop Ruth Stene
Charlotte Waters
TH GMST IQ34
CO-D BASHQBALL
wood, Wehstcr, Lacey. Lav . Baclaws ti. O'Conncr. Crandall
Hawcrof . Colwell. Atkinson. Moffit , Gould, Coach Russell
Rock, Baker, Stene Oates
^
The women's varsity basketball team carried a hard schedule this year in
cluding a trip to New York and New Jersey. Although the season was not successful
vi'hen judged by the number of victories, all the games were closely fought and won
or lost by small margins.
!l
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
TH GMST
Connecticut State
American International
Connecticut State
Posse-Nisson .
Upsala College, N.J.
Savage. N, Y. C. .
19.34
ONE HUNDRED TXltNTY-THREE
CO-^D HOCK6Y
D. Paguin, L, Atkinson. H, Northup, M. Whitman, M, Butler, F. Wt
L. Keeler, G, Geaber, E, Cowell. M, Hersey. R. Lockwood, M, Water
D, Fletcher. R. Moffit, M, Bishop, V. Rock, H, Baker, M, Van Bensc
Women's Hockey team this year celebrated its third year in inter-collegiate
competition. The team is continually gaining in speed and team work, and is now
able to put up a good fight with even the best of physical education schools.
\
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Posse Nisson
Connecticut
Y. W. C. A.
Connecticut
N. Y. U .
Y, W, C, A,
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OrNE HUNDRED TWENTY-SEVEN

THE POLYGOn
Third Row. E Collins. E. Thomson, F. Hindley. G. Spink. A Dawson, G Paul
Second Row: L. Tamulevich, J. Gordon, D. Espinoza, J. Duksia. W Dolan, T. Fortin
First Row: E. Geremia. C. Lloyd, Professor Ince. R. Peterson, Professor Churchill, W Lawson. C. Thurr
The Polygon was established in 1911 as a governing body for interfraternity
matters. In 1923 it took on its present form. The purposes of the organization,
which is composed of two members from each fraternity and two faculty advisors,
are to create a spirit of harmony and good feeling among fraternities, and to es
tablish rules governing their conduct.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
Faculty Advisor
Roy E. Peterson
. Charles McCaffrey
William W. Lawson
Charles J . Lloyd
Professor Joseph W. Ince
Professor Herman Churchill
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RHO IOTA HAPPA
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1 90S
Fifth Row: R, Burnett. G, Bates. M, McCor.Tiick. J. Murphy. J, Kennedy. C, Tre
Fourth Raw: R. Baldwin. V, Cannon, G, Ritchie, P, Sollitto. T, Pascoe, R, Dimock
Third Row: C, Broderick. J, Duksia, J, Hotchkiss, J, Durkin, J, J. Casey. D, Park
Stand Row: R. Lepper. R, Gill. R. Wood, J, G, Casey, J, Prybyla, W. Dolan
Firm Ro,,,: D. Bonner. B, Tetlow, J. DeRita, Captain Freeman, R, Kelly. C. Com
TH "GIMST 1Q34
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RHO IOTA KAPPA
FRATEK IN FACULTATE
Capt. Thomas W. Freeman
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Graduate Student
Raymond G. BresUer, Jr.
1934
George A. Bates
George H. Broderick
W. Charles Commons
Joseph DeRita
Ralph P. Dimock
1935
John C. Duksta
William V. Lalli
David E. P.qrker
Robert Baldwin
Donald Bonner
Vincent Cannon
William Dolan
Joseph Gula
Ravmond Kelly
James Kennedy
Matthew McCormick
1936
John Murphy
Frank Prusaczyk
Joseph Prybyla
George Ritchie
Robert Burnett
John G. Casey
Robert Lepper
Louis Pascoe
Paul Sollitto
1937
Edwin Tetlow
Charles Trumpett
lohn J. Casey
lohn Durkin
Roland Gil! John Hotchkiss
Robert Wood
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Founded at Rhode Island
BCTA PHI
Established in 1910
- ^ ^ '|;^- ^
Seventh Row: H. Dreyer, T. Ventrone, K. Lyons, J. McCarihy, J. Johnson. A. Ahern
Sixth Row: H. Sanford. W. Eraser, C. Simonini. C. Gorman, L. Gould
Fifth Row: J. Egan, E. Fisher. J. Hunt. H. Tillman, R. Morton
Fourlh Row: D. Tefft, W. Lockwood. E. Crockett, A. Smith. J. Foley, J. Colton.
Third Row: F. Wyatt, R. Macintosh, R. Cosgrove, K. Fairchild, R. Cargill
Second Row: R. Chenette. L. Gilbert, B. Keity, R. Buffington. C King, R. Allan, R. Smith, D. Burke, F. King. G.
First Row: J . M. Martin, S. Zidiales. L. LeTourneau. F. Stickney, Dean Barlow, J . Speckman, H. Li
G. Spink
New
TH GIMST
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BQA PHI
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Dean John Barlow
Mr. Everett Christophei
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Reginald Horseman
Leander LeTourneau
Stanley Zidiales
Frederick Stickney
1935
Arnold Skoog
Floward Lind
John Chenette
George Spink
James Foley
Jack Maloney Martin
Peter Speckman
Henry Dreyer
Francis King
Henry Farmer
Joseph Nev/ton
Holbrook Bourne
1936
Gilbert HaU
Robert Mcintosh
Charles Gorman
John Egan
Charles King
Robert Cargill
Donald Tefft
David Burke
William Lynch
John McCarthy
Frederick Wyatt .
Earl Fisher
Joseph Kelly
Arthur Wetherald
James Colton
Robert Allen
1937
Walter Fairchild
John F. Martin
Robert Smith
Robert Co.'^grove
Charles Johnson
Arthur Smith
Austin Ahern
William Fraser
Linwood Gould
Henry Sanford
Hjalmar Tillman
Robert Buffington
Theodorc Ventrone
Lionel Gilbert
Robert Morton
Constant Simonin
1l^^if
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THGTA CHI
Founded at Norwich in 18S6
Eta Chapter Established 1911
Eslablished al R. I. as Sigma Delta, 1909
46 Chapters
bI
SatenthRow: F. Applin, N. Mellen, J. Bun on, J. Wnnhi. i 1 Po^.Mier, V. Wcunicr
Sixth Row: A, Forsstrom, T. Pczullo, M. Francis, H. Snow, G. Grlsko
Fifth Raw: W. Mokray, A. Bonn, N. Gesick, E. Kent, O. Birtwistle
Fourth Row: W, Roland, R. Childs, P. Kerby, R. Beittel, R, Bcidriski, A. Knott, E, P<
Third Row: J. J. Fisher, E. Ryan, F. Castrovillari, C Wight, T. Wright, J. Hallas
Second Row. H. Munroe, R, Quinton. W. Sandford, W. Reid, A. Thornley. A. Thayer. P. Hoyle, D. Pai
1, G. Potter. W. Reid
Tyler
K. Wilde, F, Hutchi
E. Bastolla, S, Kenn;
; J. Baldoni, Professor Rockafellow
TH"~GIM5T 1034
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ONK HUNDRED THIRTY-FOUR
TH6TA CHI
MEMBERS IN FACULTATE
Dr. Harold W. Browning
Professor Robert Rockafellow
MEMBERS IN COLLEGIO
1934
Edward Bastolla
Sinclair Kenney
Leonard Tamulevich
Thomas Wright
George Tyler
William Sandford
Elisha Peckham
1935
Henry Munroe
Wesley Reid
Edward Betterly
Kenneth Wilde
Romeo Quincon
Albert Thornley
Franklin Grey
William Roland
Donald Parmenter
Howard Snow
Edward Ryan
John Fisher
Frank Applin
Francis Castrovillari
1936
Francis Hutchins
John Baldoni
Roy Beittel
Herbert Thayer
Jaroslaw Hallas
Everett Brown
Charles Wight
George Potter
Owen Birtwistle
1937
Robert Childs
Hartzell Birch
James Wright
Albin Forsstrom
Etdmund Kent
Jacob Robertshaw
Herbert Bonn
Peter Kerby
Phillip Hoyle
Adrian Knott
Vincent Meunier
John Burton
Nelson Mellen
Thomas Pezullo
George Grisko
Howard Possner
Raymond Biedrzyck
TH GMST 034
ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-FIVE
r^1
DLTA ALPHA PSI
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1911
FIMRow: R SiaHorJ.r ^IcCa^th^ 1 1 -i \. !',.. .J \k(:,-ii
Fount, Row: W, D'EnLrement. W. West. J. Shula, .|. Marsden, W MacDouRali
Third Row: J. LaFajia. W. Koelliker. K, Roebuck. J. Moran. E Rivard
Srcond Row: E. Berwick. C. Spooner. J. Hanley. J. Farrell, J. O-Reilly. R. Muck, V. Radick
Firsl Row: P. Warelct. P. .Morin. Dr. Parks. R. Simpson, Profrssor Tyler, H. Gagnon, C Thum, F. Ra<
^H GMST 1934 j
D6LTA ALPHA PSI
I-RATRES IN FACULTATE
Professor Marshall H. Tyler
Dr, Wilbur Parks
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1934
Raymond Simpson
Henry Gagnon
Frank Racca
Charles Thum
1935
Paul G. Morin
Paul Watelet
Joseph Moran
Ernest Perry
Jack Marsden
John Hanley
Earl Berwick
Ephraim Rivard
1936
Walter Koelliker
Edward Colter
Rogers Stafford
Kenneth Roebuck
John LaFazia
David Dick
John Farrell
Anthony Ferry
Wilfred d'Entrement
Justin McCarthy
Warren MacDougall
Charles Spooner
1937
Ray Meyer
Victor Radick
William West
Edward Wilcox
Nicholas Ferry
Robert Huels
James Shola James OReilly
Frederick McCarthy
1
TH GIMST 0 34
HIRTY-SEVEN
LAfTlBDA CHI ALPHA
Eta Zeta of Lambda Chi Alpha Established 1914
Founded at Gamnm Delta Sigma in 1912
\
Sixth Row: \V. Butler. H. Umstead. S. H. W. Nye, L. Allen
Fifth Row: D- Senior, W. Broderick, R. Koch, K. Higgins. G. Hazard
Fourth Row: M. Cook, J. Glen, L. Bain, S, Reardon. J. Callaghan, H. Donald
Third Row: H. Shackleton, K. Mackenzie. J. Mullen, B. Howarth, J. Moss
Second Raw: T. Dring, W. Hissins. D. Brown, G. Bryan, J. Taylor, H. Turgeon, F. Dunn. E. Fay. R Tayk.i
First Raw: A. Ley, F. Hill, W. Ellis, Dean R. L. Wales. E. Collins, Dr. A. Vernon, R. Fillmore. B. Muil
K. Krausche
TH GKIST IQ34
LAfTlBDA CHI ALPHA
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Dean Royal L. Wales
Prof. William Anderson
Doctor Arthur A. Vernon
\
Arthur P. Arnold
Charles E, Collin
Daniel T. Senior
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1934
William S. Ellis
Howard W. Umstead
Kenneth K. Krausche
Kenneth D. Mackenzi
Robert H. Fillmore
Frank A. Hill. Jr.
Craig M. Smith
Walter M. Broderick
Stephen H. W. Nye
Lewis L. Allen Jr.
Frank J. Dunn, Jr
Walter A. Higgins
John P. Moss
Ralph B. Lightfoot
Russell S. Koch
i93b
Richard A. Taylor
Stuart Reardon
Lewis J. Bain
Harolds. Donald
Austin A. Ley
Bernard C, MulU
Thomas J . Drino
John M. Glen, Jr,
C. Milton Cook
Frank W. Keaney, J r
Howard S. Shackleton
Henry E. Turgeon
David H. Brown
Gerald J. Mullen
John Taylor, Jr.
Joseph M. Callaghai
Kenneth Higgins
Bertrum Howarth
Edmund J. Fay
TH GMST 034
ONE HLfNDRED THIRTY-NINI-:
SIGfTlA ALPHA GPSILOn
Founded 18!6 jOS Chapters
Established al Rhode Island as Zeta Pi Alpha 1920
Rhode Island Alpha Chapter Established 1929
v.nw
%r' Jlf %^ pfl"**!"
Fi/th Row: D. O'Brien. .\. Smith, G. Rues
- V
Fourth Ro,i V, Barry, J. McConnell. D. Mu rray. B. Wc ianske, F, MacAbon,
Third Row S Hazard, A Cuddy. H. Fletc er, J Pease W. Boudreau
Second Ro,, E. l-odge. H. Peabody, J Fede ico, I i. Rob nson, H. Haines. A. C
First Row: A. Churchill, U. Olsen. S Carm
P, Peirce
ody.Pror,\Vebsier, T. Fortin, Dr
Gencarelli. A. Her
mil. Dr Weldm. F Col
TH GMST
U'NDRED FORI
1934
ISIGfTlA ALPHA GPSILOn
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Dr. John C. Weldin
Dr. Irving L. Churchill
Professor Samuel H. Webster
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1934
Sylvester Capalbo Arthur Churchill Thomas Fortin
Stephen Carmody Gilbert G. Fahy
1935
Alfred E. Hersey
Wilfred Boudreau Howard Munroe, Jr. William Sherman
Arthur Cuddy Daniel Murray Arthur Smith
Matthew Faerber Edgar Olsen Arthur Toole
Francis Gofl", Jr. Herbert Peabody Benjamin Wolanske
Raymond Jager John Pease James Federico
Albert Kenyon Paul Peirce Alphonse Gencarell
Richard Kenyon
193b
John Roanowicz
Henry Fletcher, 3rd Edward Lodge Peter Murray
Harry Haynes Francis MacAloon John Stowell
Warren Johnson Donai O'Brien Gilbert Ruest
Arthur Lepper William Phelan
1937
Ralph Toole
Vincent Barry John McConnell Louis O'Hara
Sprague Hazard John MacKay Harry Robinson
TH GP.IST 1034
ONE HUNDRED FORTY-ONE
PHI BGTA CHI
Founded at Rhode Island Campus Club 1921
Established Phi Beta Chi 1929
Fifth Ror: R. Bardsley. R. Coggins. F. Hardy. G. Hardy
Fourth Row: S. Tallman. H. Ingram, K, Knowe, F. Hindley, E. Gliss
Third Row; J. Wood, P. Hopkins. E. Mills, F. Golding, R. Henshaw. E. Morris
Second Row: L. Bremiit, H. Kilguss, C. McCalTery. B. Saunders, W Ellis, C. Allard. D. Miner, H. Carlson. F. Cooper.
M. Almfeldt
Firsl Ro,o: J. Gallant, R. Wins. Professor Coggins. Professi
A. Saunders. T. Froeberg
. W. Waterman, Professor Stearns, H. Davis
THE GMST 1034
ONE HUNDRED FORTY-TWO
PHI BTA CHI
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Prolessor Calvin L Coggins
Professor Carroll Billmeyer
Mr. Maurice W. Almfeldt
Mr. Leon C, Breault
Mr. Donald E. Stearns
Mr. Harry S. McCready
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1934
W. D. Waterman .A. C- Saunders C. V. McCaffer^
A. W. Butterfield
1935
T. P. Froeberg
F. H. Hindlev JR. Wood H. F, Kilguss
E. G. Morris R. F. Wins R. V. Bardsley
H.J, Davis
193b
J.J. Gallant
C. E. .Allard W. A. Ellis, jr. P. Hopkins
H. G. Carlson H. W. Ingram, r. F, P. Golding
D. B. Miner F. H. Cooper B. W. Saunders
C W. Hardy. Jr.
1937
R, A. Henshaw
S. R. Tallman F. E. Hardy C R. Coggins
E. H, Gliss E. G Mills
I
THT. GIMST" 1034
ONE HUNDRED FORTY-THREE
ALPHA GPSILOn PI
Founded at New York University, February, 1913
Eslablished al Rhode Island as Beta Nu Epsilon in 1922
Rho Chapler Established March, 1928 17 Chapters
Fifth Row: M. Pullman, 1. Lasch, C, Miller. F. Kenner
Fourth Row: S. Parker, H. Wolfe. E, Bogus, L. Slavitt. M. Salomon, A. Pe
Third Row: I. Sapadin. M, Bachman. L, Cokin. D Wells. .N, Silk. E. Fir
First Roto: L. Horvitz
. Rouslin.
, J. Gordon. H. Prebluda, H. Horvitz. Dr. Carletc
- Speigelblatt. H, Feldma
, H. Teitz. H, Schlossber
TH GIMST 1034
ALPHA GPSILOn PI
FACULTY ADVISORS
President Raymond G. Bressler
FRAfER IN F.ACULTATE
Doctor Ralph K. Carleton
Harry J. Prebluda
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Abraham Bloom
Joseph Gordon
Hyman Horvitz
Louis Horvitz
1935
Irwin L. Sapadin
Harry C. Stanzler
Harold M, Bernstein
David V. Espinoza
Burton .\ Finberg
Milton 1 Finberg
Clinton H. Greenberg
1936
Harold M. Soloveitzil
Harry Teitz
Hatry Schlossberg
Mervin N. Bachman
Melvin Entin
Allick Factoroff
iNorman M. Fain
Joseph Markoff
Hyman Feldman
Sidney Feldman
Stanley T. Loebenberg
.Abraham Peisechow
Benton Rosen
1937
Joseph N, Rotenberg
Albert N. Salk
Leonard A, Slavit
Henry Speigelblatt
David Wells
Edward Bogus
Ernest Fineman
Charles Miller
Frederick Kenner
Albert H. Rouslin
Maurice Pullman
Milton Salomon
Nathan Silk
Henry Wolfe
TH GIMST 034
: HUNDRED I
r\
PHI mu DGLTA
Founded at Connecticut Agricultural College and University of .New Hampshire in 1918
Established at Rhode Island as Delta Sigma Epsilon in 1923
.Nu Eta Chapter Established February, 1929 16 Chapters
E23 '-Ww^ S>^5f^&m flUPWs. iil i fvA^ V^'*^^>::jl?^'- ft .% ?' ^'m W :W >< .lSii-- a ^ *3.^-'"-
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R. Cole. P. Suu.. S. Smirli, C Holl. J Sou her
Fi/fA Row: E Dow, D. Carritl. D. Brnoke, J. Laney
Fourth Row R. Wade. A. Marshall, H. Manchester, F. V cody, W. Boothe
Third Row D. Brown, R. Blaisdell. J. Mabne, F. Budiong, M Farm lee
Second Row E. Mitchie, M. Budlong, H, Munson. H. Bro\
H. Clapham
nell, A. Hani y.H.Cov^ dl.F.Fle cher,H Gre ves.J .Waugh
First Row. A- Sanborn. B. Sanderson, N- Middleton, D.
son, R- Stewart
Willard, A. C off, Profei or Emer , R. Peterse n. E. Thomp-
TH GIMST
ONE HUNDRED FOKTY-SiX
1034 i
PHI mu DELTA
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Professor Herbert M. Emery
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1934
Harry F. Clapham Norman 0. Middleton .'\ustin W. Sanborn
Adelbert A. Goff Roy E. Peterson Brooks A. Sanderson
Harry Greaves Raymond P. Timperly
Gordon A, Roy
1935
Raymond C. Stewart
Merrill Budlong Frank. Fletcher Stanley Smith
Harold Blaisdell Harvey Manchester Elmer Thompson
Henry Cowell Ernest Michie
Frank Moody
1936
John Waugh
William Booth Rhodes Budlong Arthur Hanley
Donald Brown Robert Cole John Laney
Harry Brownell Howard Gardiner Malcolm Parmelee
Charles Holt
1937
James Souther
Foster Aaron Dayton Carritt James Murray
David Brooke Charles Dawson Paul Steen
Ralph Chase John Malone
Albert Marshall
Richard Wade
1H GIMST 034
ONE HUNDRED FORTY-SEVEN
PHI sicmA
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established in 1925
Fourth Row: J. Hanley, R. Bishop
Third Row: F. Vargas, C. Andrews, F, Lawton, F. Tabor, J. Svenson
Second Row: N. Gregory, E. Franklin, R. Coduri, E. Mujano. B, Raimond, L. Almy
Firsl Roiv: W Sandager, W. Lawsnn, M. Hinchlifte. G, Paul, R. Sherman. J. Hinchliffe. S. I
0k JllTH GIMST ' ' 1034
ONE HUNDRED FORTY-HIGH I
kPHI sicmA
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Professor Herman Churchill
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1934
William Sandager Malcolm Hinchliffe
Gordon Pau!
1035
William Lawson
Frank Vargas
Robert Sherman
John Hinchliffe
Stephen Hebb
l<)3()
Gerard Svenson
Fordham Tabor
Richard Coduri
Frank Lawton
Roland Bishop
Edward Franklin
1937
J. Murano
Archie Burdick
Robert Mudge
lames Hanley
Lionel .Almy Charies Andrew-
Norman Gregor_
11
TH GMST [934
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ALPHA TAU GAmmA
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Professor Joseph W. Ince
Professor Theodore E. Odland
Manrico P. DiFusco
Charles Modliszewski
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
GRADUATE STUDENT
1932
Walter G. Moran
1934
Edward G. Costa
Christ Verros
Joseph Patrick Sullivan
Charles J. Lloyd
Anthony Figliolini
Gerard E. Couture
Richard Mowry Colwell
Andrew J, Ferguson, Jr.
K. A. Frame
Richard Howland Goddard
J. Kenneth Hunt
Ralph Allison McLeod
Vincent Edward Costa
Robert M. Hopps
1936
Pierre J. L. Schweighofer
Anthony Andrew Steere
Jeremiah J, Sullivan
Simon Alvah Welt
Richard C. Wooton
1937
Ernest M. Magee
James McMahon
J. L. Watt
Robert Appleby Han
Raymond Rabidoux
Isaiah Thomas Turnc
David .Alina Sharpe
Peter Anthony Gavir
Vincent Mailloux
George Wild
TH GMSX. 1034
one HUNDRED FiFTV-(
B6TA PSI ALPHA
Founded at Rhode Island 1932
Fifth Row: J. Foriunaio. L. P,:trucci. A. DiPrtM
Fourth RatL- F Garafaio, J. Scungio, G- Piacitelli
Third Row: J. Mantenuto, J. Croce. A. Calarulli
Fir.st Row E. Nigrelli.MDiMai
;. Campanella, F. Napolitano, J, Messina
i, J DeSantis, C. Scalera. F Montanaro, O. Squillanti. J. DeLu
r.WooLon. II Geremia. Dr Dou^la-^v, F Clasiovanni, J . DeS>si
}.
TH GIMST. 034
slDRED FlFrY-T\V(
BGTA PSI ALPHA
FRATRES IN FACULIA 1 E
Dr. 1-laud C Wooton
Dr. Phillip E, Douglass
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1934
F. Colagiovanni E. Nigrelli
A, Spadetti
1935
E. Geremia
P. Piccirillo
M. Capone
M. DiMaio
T. Procacini
F. Garafaio
1936
J. DeLuca
J . DeSista
J. DeSantis
0. SquiUanti
A. Russo
A. Montanaro
1937
J . Manteni
G. Marzilli
J. Messina
.A. Calarulli
S. Piacitelli
A. DiPrete
A. Bucci
S, Campanella
A. Giannotti
G. Croce
J . Scungio
L Montio
F. Napolita
TH GP.IST 034
PHI HAPPA PHI
Rhode Island Chapter Established 1913
Founded at University ofMai,
46 Chapters
Fourth Row-]. Gordon, H. Prebluda. S. Diachun. Dr Wooton. A. D'Or,;. L Breault. M Securo
Third Row: Dean Adams. Dr. Odland. Mr, Kinney, Mr. Smitii. Mr. Wrighr. Professor Brown
Second Row: Dr Vernon. Mr Christopher. T, Huff. D, Kasper. K Krausche. Dr Brownine
First Row: Professor Ince. Dr Carleton. Dr Churchill. Dr Weldin. Dr Parks. Dean Whittemore. Dean Barlo.
TH GIMST 1934
: HUNDRED FII=TY-FOUR
PHI HAPPA PHI
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
George C, Adams
William Anderson
John Bartow
Carroll D, Billmyer
Leon C, Breault
Raymond G, Bressler
Ralph E, Brown
Harold W, Browning
Howland Burdick
Ralph K, Carleton
Everett Christopher
Herman Churchill
Irving L. Churchill
Albert D'Orsi
Basil E, Gilbert
Joseph W, Ince
Lorenzo F. Kinney, Jr
Harold Knoblaugh
Theodore E. Odland
W, George Parks
Helen E. Peck
Harry J, Prebluda
John B, Smith
Andrew E, Stene
Elisabeth Stillman
Marshall H, Tyler
.Arthur A. Vernon
Royal L- Wales
Samuel H, Webster
John C, Weldin
Margaret Whittemore
Flaud C, Wooton
Kenneth E, Wright
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Abraham Bloom
Arthur C, Churchill
Harry F, Clapham
Pauline Coggeshall
Charles E. Collins, Jr,
Stephen Diachun
Ralph Dimock
George H, Durfee
Joseph Gordon
Malcolm Hinchliffe
Thelma Huff
Dorothy B, Kasper
Kenneth K, Krausche
Ernest Kreuger
Ruth Leighton
Cathryn O'Neill
Ruth .Newman
Michael Securo
Armando Spadetti
Ruth Stene
Elinor Streeter
George M, Tyler
Marion Vayro
Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic fraternity, with 46 chapters, was
founded at the University of Maine in 1897. The Rhode Island Chapter was es
tablished in 1913 for the purpose of encouraging and rewarding high scholarship at
the College. The organization has charge of the awarding of the scholarship cups
and conducts the annual Honors Day Program in the fall.
President
Vice-President
Secrelary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Dr. John C. Weldin
Dr. Wilbur G, Parks
Dr, Ralph K, Carleton
. Dr. Irving L, Churchill
Miss Margaret Whittemore
THF GIMST 034
ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE
SCABBARD ARD BLADe
Founded at University of Wisconsin 1904 79 Companies
"H" Company, 6th Regiment, Established at Rhode Island 1927
Second Row: H Umstead. L LeTourneau. J DeRita, C, Thum
Firtt Row: E Collins. J , Duksta. F Stickney. Captain T, Freeman. R Peterson. C, Commons. T, Forii
TH GMST
i
rg^4'
\E 1 IL'NDRliD )
tSCABBARD ARD BLAD6
Scabbard and Blade is a national honorary military fraternity having 79
chapters throughout the country. It was founded at the University of Wisconsin
in 1904. H Company, 6th Regiment, was established at Rhode Island in 1927. The
object of the society is to encourage good fellowship and greater interest in military
affairs.
President Roy E Peterson
Vice-President Fred .N, Stickney
Secretary John Duksta
Treasurer Charles Commons
TH GIMST . .
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one HUNDRED FIFTY-SEVEN

SORORITIS
V
ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-NINE

PAR-HLLRIC ASSOCIATIOR
L, Goggin. E. Crandall
B, Souler. C, Waters. D, Kasr
The Pan-Hellenic Association is the inter-sorority council of the women. Its
purpose is to foster a better understanding between the different sororities and to
formulate freshmen rushing rules. Each sorority is represented on this governing
body by two members. The Association sponsors the annual Pan-Hellenic dance.
President
Secretary
Charlotte Waters
Barbara Souler
-TH GIMSr 034
ONE HUNDRED SIXI'I'-ONE
SIGfTlA HAPPA
Founded al Colby 1874 Est. at Rhode Island as Sigma Tau Delta in 1914
Phi Chapter Established 1919 40 Chapters
THT~~"GIM"5t:
one hundred sixty-two
"^^4"
SIGfTlA KAPPA
SOROR IN FACULT.^TE
Dean Hden E. Peck
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Marjorie Brownson
Ingeborg Carlson
B, Lillian Clark
Dorothy Kasper
Ruth Leighton
Anna Lockwood
1935
Marjorie Preston
Ruth Stene
Marian Vayro
Margaret Coone
Elsie Crandall
Evelyn Herle.n
Ethel Johnston
IQ36
Janet Lyon
Ariine Wood
Janec Batchelder
Eloise Bills
Anna Blackinton
Mary Louise Caryl
Lucille Clarke
Maimie Droitcour L
Gertrude Harris
Margaret Hart
Marjorie Law
Camille Le Clerc
1937
Virginia MacLaughlin
Elizabeth Thomas
Frances Webster
Stella Wells l.
Cynthia White
Helen Baclawski
Eleanor Carlson
Lois Dolby
Elizabeth Drummond
Eleanor Dygert
Dorothy Fisher
Corinne GaMeher
Caroline Morse
Barbara Nichols
Margaret Peckham
Barbara Thomas
Mabel Tinkham
i
TH GMST 0 34
one hundred sixty-ihree
CHI OfTlGGA
Founded at Arkansas 1895 Established at Rhode Island as Omicron Alpha 1918
Lambda Beta Chapter Established in 1922
1 Roi, M. :
Fifth Raw: L. Atkinson, A. BrighLman, G. O'Connor, D. Babcock, K, McCarvil
Fourth R^w: A. Bressler, J. Ebbs, E. Whelen. M. Robinson, V. Cavanaugh
Third Row: J. Russell, D. Tompkins, C. Souler, M. Gourlie, D. Paquin, L. Keelei
Second Row: H. Tucker, H. Gould, B. Haley, D. Carpenter, I. Fowler, C. Dye, M,
First Row: T. HuFf, E. Hebb, H. Baker, \ .. Shawcross, I sTucl
rman, E, Bell, B, Soulc
P. Coggeshall, R. Chase, K. Abbot
TH TnM3T ^034r
ONE HUNDRED ^
CHI ofnecA
SORORES IN FACULTATE
Miss Lucy C. Tucker
Mrs. Josephine Lees Russell
SORORES iN COLLEGIO
Ruth S. Chase
Pauline S. Coggeshall
Marion V, Draper
Thelma E, Huff
Alice E, Shawcross
1935
Ethel M, Hebb
Helen M, Glen
Helen G. Baker
Jane C, Ebbs
Dorothy L, Carpenter
Doris A, Paquin
Vera Rock
Barbara H, Souler
Dorothy T. Tompki:
Evelyn J, Bell
Isabel W, Fowler
Catherine H. Abbott
Helen E. Gould
Barbara E, Haley
193;
Bernedine M, Ward
Julia Clarke
Mary Louise Gourlie
Catherine Dye
Lois Hammett
Mary C, Robinson ,
Charlotte E. Souler
Helen T, Tucker
Martha C, McCormick ,
Eleanor M, Whalen .
Kathleen McCarville .
Alice F. Brightman
. Grace OConnor
Lilly Atkinson
Elsie Brindle
Eileen Kelley .
Mary E. Hawthorn
Dorothy Babcock
THP GMSI-
ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-FIV
DGLTA Z6TA
Founded al Miami University 1902
Established at Rhode Islaitd State College as Theta Delta Omicron 1924
Beta Alpha Chapler Eslablished 1928 49 Chapters
Bgw^Hn
'-"
,j^iSt^.,^sa^
i11 ft ^ i^^^^lMHi ... _: ..2^Kiiis^B
Fourth Rom- Nl. Smitli. M HollinGu-orth. N Blackmar, E. Tnuncnd. F_ . C:ashman, M. McEnneny. P, Underwooc
Third Row B. Macomber, M Hersey, J. Macomber, H McKcchnif^. M. Arnold. G. Cooper, J. Mead
Second Row. A. Freeman, E. Fairchild. M. Hawcroft. E, Streeter. C. Waters, R. Whelden, A. Gary. L, Kernan
First Row. E. Oates. R. Coggeshall, R. McCoy, A. Ventrone, Miss Whaley, V. Cooper, M. Bishop, J. Randall,
TH GIMST
ONE hundred SIXlY-bl.X
1934
DLTA Z6TA
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Miss Grac- C, Whaley
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Marion F. Bishop
Virginia S. Cooper
Anne A. Freeman
Helen E. McKechnie
Margarer J. Newman
Ruth C. Newman
1935
Charlotte S. Waters
Eleanor G. Streeter
Janet A. Macomber
Mary VanBenschoten
Eloise Fairchild
Mary A. Hersey
Ruth E. McCoy
193b
Alice D. Ventrone
Lynetre S Coggins
Ruth L. Coggeshall
Dorothy J, Compson
Mary E Hawcrofr
Evelyn E. Oares
Jean Randall
Alice W, Rogers
1937
Mildred L. Waters
Jane Mead
Marion Arnold
Anne E. Cashman
Elizabeth Townend
Marguerite VlcEnnenv
Mildred Smith
Louise Kiernan
Bessie Taylor
Ruth Whelden
Natalie Blackmar
Gertrude Cooper
Alice Gary
Phyllis Underwood
TH GMST 1934
ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-SEVEN

ACTIVITIS
ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-NIN

TH SAcnems ^.
G Tylet
k Krau F Scickn,.\ C Wa
The Sachems, senior honorary organization, founded in 1932 to honor students
outstanding in scholarship and extra-curricular activities, has assumed an in
creasingly important position in the field of student government. The organization
controls student matters not in the realm of faculty control and serves as a medium
between faculty and students. Members are selected annually from the Junior
class.
Moderator Fred N. Stickney
Secretary Ruth M. Stene
Faculty Advisor Dr. John C, Weldin
Faculty Advisor Dr, Arthur A, Vernon
TH GIMST 19 34
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-ONE
THe B6ACOn
S, Fcldm tn.C Ritchie, A, Dawson. J I.
F, Hutch tu. 1 I Soloveitztk. H Bcrnstct
C, Green erg. M, Van Benschoten. S, Ne
C, Reittn n, G, Spink, D Kasper, A, Ch
Founded in 1907, the Beacon, campus weekly, serves as a means of communica
tion between the students, alumni, members of the faculty, and friends of the
College. Views and opinions regarding questions having reference to the general
welfare of the students are expressed through its issues, which appear on the campus
each Thursday during the college year.
Editor-in-Chief .
Managing Editor
Assistant Editor
Business Manager
Faculty Advisor .
TH GMST
.Arthur C. Churchill
Hyman P. Horvitz
Dorothy B. Kasper
George Spink, 3rd
Dr. Irving L, Churchill
ONE HUNDI*F.O ;
[Q3A. I
AGRICULTURAL CLUB
Sixth Row: Penderhushes, FacumAi
Fifth Row: Young, R. Smith, Dames, WtiLherald. Thayer. Booth
Fourth Row: Lockwood, Woodmansie, Bishop. Gorman
Third Raw: Coyie, DeSantis, Steere, Peabody, Tillman, Salomon
Second Raw: Shucak. Cormier, Haynes, MacDougal, Morse
Fir.iC Row: Golden, McKenzie, Dean Adams, Waterman, Professor Ket
The Aggie Club, an active social club composed of students interested in
agriculture, is one of the oldest student organizations on the campus. At meetings
of the Society during the college year, lectures are given on agricultural subjects.
The Club sponsors the Aggie Ball, the first major social affair of the college year.
President .
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Walter D. Waterman
Alfred E. Hersey
. Robert H. Fillmore
Kenneth D. VIacKenzie
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ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-THREE
D^ mOLAY CLUB
Bixtthroyd. Steen. Ingram. Walton, Story. Goddarti
Mutison, Hoffinecr. Chase. Colwell. Thayer
Thotnpson. Marshal!. Anderson. Booth, Catlson
Peterson. Sanborn, R. Budlong. Brooke. B, Saunders. Clapham
Michie. Stewart, Dr. Browning, A Saunders, Hardy, Laney. A, Coff
Formed in 1924, the DeMolay Club, composed of students who have joined
the DeMolay organization in their home communities, has as its object the carrying
on of DeMolay work in the vicinity of Kingston, The society holds frequent dinner
meetings, at which Masons interested in the local club, speak.
President ....
Vice-President
Secretary ....
Treasurer ....
Chairman Social Committee
Alden C. Saunders
Raymond Stewart
John I. Leney
Gilbert W, Hardy, Jr,
Ernest T, Michie
TH GFMST.
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TAU HAPPA ALPHA
Tau Kappa Alpha is one of the oldest intercollegiate forensic organizations in
the country. The Rhode Island State Chapter was organized in 1920. A lapse of
interest and loss of charter followed a decade of activity, but the chapter was re
instated in the spring of 1933 after two seasons of renewed activity. TKA fosters
all debate activities on the campus.
President
Men's Manager
Women's Manager
THF. GIMST
Edward Geremia
Alden Saunders
Eleanor Scanlon
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Fourth Row: G. Fahy, F. TahtJt, M Perry. H Dre
Third Row: P, Belilove, H Conklin. P. Sullivan. /
Second Row: A. Butterfield, J . DeRita, F. Iacono,
"
First Row: E. Pearson, W. Ellis, M, Securo, . E
on, A. Kasparian. R. D
jerg. P, Watelet, J, Wot
. Professor C BlUmeyet i, J. Prybyla. S.Zidia
The Mechanical Engineering Society, a student branch of the American Society
ofVlechanical Engineers, was established at Rhode Island thirty years ago to create
greater interest in engineering. Members of the Society are kept informed of the
latest trends in the field of engineering by means of lectures by prominent speakers
and by moving pictures
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Edward W, Betterley
. Joseph Prybyla
Paul G, Morin
. Michael Securo
TH GMST
UNDRED SKVhNl
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GLCGTRIGAL ^nGin^^RinG SOGICTY
Fifth Row: Haesler. Noss, Huttler, Hall, Tucker, N
Fourlh Row: Whaley, Skoog. Blaisdell. Colliander, D.
Third Row: McCormick, Koelliker, Boudreau, Peter
Second Row: Renzo, Mr. Breault, Sculco, B. Saunder
First Row: Sucton, Cook, Perry. Mr. Mowbray, Ke
on, Czorny, Pierce
, Wolanske, Grande, Humcnczyk
It, Professor Anderson, Durfee, Horvitz, Bardsley
The Electrical Engineering Society, a student branch of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, was organized at Rhode Island in 1898. It was dissolved in
1905, and then revived three years later. It became affiliated with the national
society shortly after the World War, To keep members informed of the latest
developments in engineering is the aim of the Society. Weekly meetings are held,
at which papers are presented by members, lectures are given by prominent engineers
and moving pictures are shown.
President Amos E. Kent
Vice-President George H. Durfee
Secretary-Treasurer F. Walton Perry
TH GMST 034
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-SEVEN
GIVIL ^ncine^RinG socicty
Fifth Row: N. Ball, H. Dreyer. J. Hanky, E Prime. J. LaFazia, G. Paul
Fourlh Raw J- Vargas, M. Securo, F, Broxy, C_ Commons, E. Peckham, J. Annucc
Third Row: D. Sherman, W. Lawson, L Sapadin, F. Fletcher, H. Bernstein
Second Row J- Cavanagh, H. Conklin, E. Rose, W. Sanford. M. DiFusco, G. Roy
First Row: J. DeSista, H. Snow, N. Bampton, Professor Webster, Professor
.J Gallant, 1, Chase
Organized in 1926, the Civil Engineering Society, a student branch of the Amer
ican Society of Civil Engineers, is composed of students enrolled in that field of
engineering. As part of the yearly program, lectures, often illustrated, are given by
visiting speakers and members of the Society, At certain times during the year field
trips are taken.
President Norman Bampton
Vice-President Howard Snow
Secretary-Treasurer Michael Spero
THE G^IMiiX.
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Fifth Row F Priis
Fourth Row E Mon
T/iird Row R Quentm, P Sull.-
Second Row K Kiausche G Ro
CO J Marsden, J. Gula, C. Gorman
an J Prvbyla, J. Kennedy, R Kelly
. J Fisher H Greaves, E. Ryan, W. Do!
H Drever V. Fllib J Duksta O. Tyler, T. Wrighi, E. Collins, C Modlis
The Rhode Island Club, athletic honorary society organized in 1920, to en
courage a diversity of athletic interests among its members, now serves as a govern
ing body to regulate the awarding and the wearing of college insignia. This organiza
tion of Rhody's letter men promotes good feeling among our athletes, and sponsors
clean play, team-work, and college spirit. Men who have earned their varsity letter
in any sport are eligible for membership.
President Thomas Wright
Vice-President John F. Fisher
Secretary-Treasurer C. Everett Collins, Jr.
TH^e GMSX. 934
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ORCHESTRA
The Orchestra, under the leadership of Mr. Lee C. McCauley, has had a most
successful year. Founded in 1923, the organization was carried along for ten years
under the able leadership of Professor Ralph E, Brown, This year Professor Brown
relinquished his duties and Mr, McCauley became its director. The Orchestra has
provided music for assemblies and has played on a number of special occasions in
Edwards I-Iall.
Manager Joseph DeLuca
Librarian Francis H. Cook
Director Lee C. McCauley
TH GIMST Q34
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men's gleg club ^
The Men's Glee Club, one of the oldest organizations on the campus, had its
inception in 1892-93 when a combined Glee-Banjo Club was formed. Like the
ocean's swell, it has had its ups and downs. During the current college year the Club
has taken on a new lease of life under the leadership of its new director, Lee C,
McCauley, and for the first time in its history has entered into intercollegiate compe
tition.
Manager and Leader
Librarian
Director
Howard E. Lind
Frederick Hindley
Lee C. McCauley
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Fifth Row: M. Scattergood, D. Fisher, E. Carlson, R. Hopkins, G. Jaber
Fourlh Rou .- J. Bachelder. L. Clarke, L. Dolbey, E. Salomon. A. DccaLor
Third Raw M. Newman, M. Smith. E. Pennine, F, PeLteroti. L. Matcrcse
Second Rou . M. Peckham, M.McCormick. L. Goggin. P. Underwood, E. Streeter. R. Waldman, \
A. Holmes. E, Bills. A. Trovato, A. Bernstein. E. Thomas
V.llkic vicj.C.White
Front Row E. Fairchild, E. Bell. R. McCoy. T. HufF. J. Macomber. E. Herlein, E. Crandall, E.J
M. Vayro, A. Ventrone, R. Stene. L Carlson, G, Longo. S. Nemtzow. FI Goodmai'"rT . L McCauley
The Women's Glee Club, like the Men's Glee Club, has undergone a complete
change since it has had the services of Lee C.McCauley as director. Several concerts,
both on campus and out-of-town were given this year. Members of the group took
part along with members of the Men's Glee Club in the presentation of Handel's
Messiah, the oratorio given at Christmas time in Edwards Hall.
President
Librarian
Business Manager
Marion Vayro
Janet Batchelder
Lynette Goggin
TH GMST
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Fifth Row: S, Parker. E, Magee, J, Borden, V, Btiucher. J, Hanley
Fourth Row: J , Malone, J O'Hara, J , Sullivan, H, Jackson
Third Row: A. Ferir, H. Haynes. E. Gliss. D. Klnneburg, A, Piesechow
Second Row: E Thompson, H, InRtam, A, Russo. S, Tallman. B, Sauntlcrs. R, Cargill
First Row: C. Reitman. J, Moran. A, Steere. J. Furlong. J Romenski. N. Radio, R. Chaput. S. Grande. F. Tabor
Under the leadership of Director T, Clarke Brown, the Student Band has,
during the past three years, risen from a most inconspicuous place among campus
activities to one of much importance. Besides playing at athletic contests, mass
meetings, and other public functions, it presents several concerts each year on
the campus and in various parts of the state.
&kW
Manager
Director
Charles Reitman
T. Clarke Brown
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ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY-THREE
OFFICERS CLUB
Fifth Row: L Cannon
Fourlh Row: R Kelly, I
Dolan, J, Moss. J Hinehlilie, A,
uszczyk, M, Capone. H. Bernset
edcrico. W. Boudreau. J. DeRits
Lally, E, Ryan
H, Clapham. S Zidiales. H, Conklin. T, Fortin, 1
A, Spadetti, M. Hinchliffe, E, Collins, H, Umstes
)od. M, MeCormick. V,
The Officers' Club is composed of all student cadet officers in the R, O, T, C,
unit. Ever since the first Officers' Ball, now the Military Ball, in 1901, there has
been more or less co-operation between the officers of the Battalion. This spirit of
co-operation ^\-as moulded into the permanent form of an organization in 1925,
when the present Officers' Club was formed. It is this group that sponsors the
annual Military Ball, at which an honorary Co-ed Major is selected.
President Fred N, Stickney
Vice-President Joseph Prybyla
Secretary Charles T, Thum
Treasurer Sergeant Jesse M. Prime
TH GIMST rD^4'
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Under Direction of Lucy i. Rawlings
EXECUTIVE STAFF
General Manager
Edward GiiREMiA
Assisiani Manager
Kenneth Wilde
Business Manager
,Secretary
Howe Manning
Cw
Managing Director
David Espinoza
Electrician
Norman Fain
Costume Mistress
Amy Jones
Musical Director
Paul Piccirillo
Pufjlicity
Clinton Greenberg
Radio Manager
Francis McAloon
Properties
Orlando Squillante
Assistant Stage Managers
Pasco Fraraccio
.'\nthony Moktanaras
I
REPERTOIRE
Romeo and Juliet, 1927; Little Women, 1928; Trelawney of the Wells, 1929;
Francesca Da Rimini, 1929; College Revue, 1930; Privy Council. 1930; Poor
Maddelena, 1930; The Rivals, 1931; Faust, 1931 ; Fanchon, 1931; Hamlet, 1932;
Three Musketeers, 1933; Camille, 1933.
'IH^ GiMSr 1034
ONE HUNDRED EIGST
'^i.ilh Row: E. Thompson, F. 1 lill, H. Cowt-ll. H. Carlson. R, Fillmore. W. Ellis
'^ourlh Row E. Mitchie, J. Laney. H. Manchi:sLKr, R. Toolt, M. Fletcher
Third Row S. Grande, V. Mailloux, A. Holmes. K. Knowe, T. Freoburg
Second Row - F. Hindley, A. Saunders, M. HoliingworLh, E. Herlein, M. Moyer, . Fowler
"irsl Row: E. Dodge, L. Barne.^. M. Van Benschoten, E Johnston, P. Robinson, D. Kaspe , D. Carpe Iter, E- Crandall
Phi Delta, the oldest dramatic organization on the campus, has grown from a
small group which originally produced one play a season to one which now offers
several dramatic productions during the course of a year. Its plays are entirely
student coached. Every May this organization produces the Junior Week play.
Any student of measurable ability has an opportunity to participate in Phi Delta's
activities.
President Paul Robinson
Vice-President Dorothy B. Kasper
Secretary Ethel S, Johnston
Treasurer Adelbert A. Goff
TH GETFT
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BIOLOGICAL CLUB
.^ .- .^u- m ^
rtk Row: A, Gencarrelli. H, Davis. R. Macintosh
rd Row: S. Capalbo, F. Adamski. E. I-lebb. J. E
>nd Row: S. Diachun. M. Aibamonti, M. Marks,
:( Row: J. Gordon. H. Stanzler, H. Lind, F. Hindi ;. B, Clark. S. Kenney
The Biological Club, composed of students in biology, was organized in
1904, and has subsequently been reorganized several times after periods of inac
tivity. Since 1931, when the Club was last revived, the members of this organiza
tion have been very active, holding bi-monthly meetings at which subjects of bi
ological interest have been discussed. The meetings are frequently addressed by
speakers from outside the College. Motion pictures having to do with the various
phases of biology are frequently presented.
I
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Stephen Diachun
Lynette Goggin
Michael Di Mais
TH GIMST 034
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CHmiCAL SOCITy
iKow Wai on, P. Hopki s, R.ich.e, Sch cigholt-r, M . Hughill, Smith
Ih Row Car nody. Morron e. Cooper, Gene rcau, J. Furl ong
dRow Sha pe. Sanderson Stewart. Mun oe. Moulson
ndRow J.B arton, Spadet , Lally. LcToumeau, Reid
Row: Kre Bcr, Enehelm eyer. Professor nee, Delaney , Dr. Parks, Dr. Vernon St
The Chemical Society, composed of students in chemistry, every year oft'ers
to its members an extensive program of lectures and moving pictures having to do
with the field of chemistry. The annual chemical exhibit displayed at the time of
the annual Interscholastic Field Day in May is prepared with the aid of this group.
President Frederick Delaney
Vice-Presidenl Paul Robinson
Secretary E- Francis Story, Jr.
Treasurer Charles McCaffrey
Faculty Advisor . Dr. Arthur A. Vernon
THE GIMST
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Luomen's STUDnT counciL
, E, Hebb, A Shawcross, L, Goijein,
J, Ebl3s. I. Carlson, M, Vayro, C,
'
Freeman, J, Rand;
I
This Council is the executive body of the Women's Student Government As
sociation, of which all women students of the College are members. Made up of
representatives of each class,with Dean Peck as advisor,this group enforces the rules
applying to women's activities. The Council likewise acts in a judicial capacity
in deciding cases of infraction of the rules of the Association and in administering
punishment for the same.
President Charlotte Waters
Vice-President Jane C. Ebbs
Secretary-Treasurer Barbara FIaley
THF. GIM.ST
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em HALL ASSOCIATIOn
Sixlh Row: Hook. Sledjick. Reid, Kozic, Prusaczyck, Borden
Fifth Row: Neidzwicki, Guenther, Vargas, Armstrong, Furlong
Fourth Row: Radio. Phillips, Anderson. Warren, Boothroyd, Hoffinger, E. Olsen
Third Row: Gendreau. Cooper. O'Hara. Clarke
Second Row: Barnes, Ritchie, Burton. H. Jackson,
Tanner, D, Dick
Firsl Row: Romanski, Humenszyk, Young, Sh,
chelmeyer, Kent, Walton, Howarth
. Durfee. W. Perry, Pearson, Sherman, Klnneburg, Delaney
Adamski, Robinson, Bampton, Story, Chase. Spero, En-
llSi^
The East Hall Association is the largest non-fraternity group on the campus.
It is composed of all students living in the men's dormitory. Organized in 1930,
purely as a social group, it has since that time offered strong competition in inter
fraternity athletic and scholastic contests. The organization is in the habit of con
cluding its yearly activities with a banquet, and in the past has held smokers and
dances.
President
Secretary-Treasurer
N0R4MEN Bampton
Isaac Chase, 3rd
TH abl5TZZI
ON'E HUNDRED NINETY
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LOnARD House ASSOCIATIOn
t
Fifth Row: F, Broxy. N, Ball
Fourth Row: M, Orenstein. W Sutton, H. Conklin, M. Zisq
Third Row: T, Colliander. V. Renzo, J , LaFazia, P, Wade
Second Row: J. Moulson. N, Ferry. A, Russo. J. Rembert. ,
First Row: C. Weeks, E. Kreuger. M. Securo, E. Dick. R
The Leonard House Association is the newest non-fraternity group on the cam
pus. It is composed of men living in the Leonard House and was organized in 1933,
It is entered in all intra-mural athletic and scholastic activities.
President Michael Securo
Secretary E. Harold Dick
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men's RIFL6 TAm
Third Row: J, Cook. W. Irving
Second Row: Captain Sandusky, Sergeant Friel, W, Ger
F,ra Row: L LeTourneau, C Bates, E, Prime
TheMen's Rifle Team was organized in 1902 and since then has passed through
an intermittent period of existence. Competition with teams in fifteen different
states was arranged in 1912. Twenty years later, in 1932, twenty-one matches were
held. 'Very little interest has been shown in the activity during the past year or so
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
TH GIMST
George Bates
E. Roy Prime
Donald Bonner
19341
CO-eD RIFLe TAm
:. R. McCoy. E, Fairchi
1. A. Lockwood. E Strr
The Co-ed RiHe Team was organized in 1930, and since then has proved very
popular among the women. Members have participated in several intercollegiate
matches each year. This year there was a squad of thirty-three to select from for
the thirteen matches on the season's schedule. Interest has been keener than at any
time since the inception of the sport.
President Anna Lockwood
Vice-President Eloise Fairchild
Secretary Maryanne McCaskey
Treasurer Margaret Fish
Executive Officer Margaret Newman li
TH GMST ["9 34
ONE HUNDRi:i
^HOOe ISLAHD CAmPUS CLUB
The Rhode Island Campus Club w-as formed in 1932, for the purpose of ad
vising and aiding all Jewish women students of the College in their campus ac
tivities. It serves to bring its members into a better relationship with those of their
own belief and with other women on the campus.
Presidenl
Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Ruth Berry
Shirley Nemtzow
Dorothy Bergmann
THE GIMST
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WmU^^H^^^B^ : l^^lKj
r L. Keeler, R. Silverman. E. Fairchild, B.
E. Crandall, R, McCoy. A. Janes. D- Flei
l
A new Freshman ruling body was organized this year by Women's Student
Council. "Vigilance, the former means of supervising Freshmen co-eds has been
abolished. This group stresses courtesy and high standards.
The new order is composed of two Junior women from each dormitory and
sorority house with the President of the group a member of the Council. These
women w-ere elected by Council for character, leadership, and congeniality.
The members are;
President, Amy Janes
Elsie Crandall Louise Keeler
Margaret Coone Ruth McCoy
Dorothy Fletcher Ruth Silverman
Eloise Fairchild Barbara Souler
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THe BATTALIOn
ROSTER OF OFFICERS
Headquarters Detachment
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding Battalion. Frederick N, Stickney
Cadet Major, Executive Officer, George E. Bates
Cadet Caplain, Adjutant, Ellis R. Prime
Cadet Captain. Plans and I'raining Officer, Leander P LeTourneau
Cadet Captain. Supply Officer, .^rmendo Spadetti
Ca-ed .Major, Pauline Coggeshall
COMPANY .. COMPANY C
Cadet Capt,, Cotnmand., Charles E. Collins. Jr.
1st Lieut,. 2nd in Command, Harry F, Clapham
First Platoon:
1st Lieut.. PI. Leader. Ralph P, Dimock
Second Platoon:
1st Lieut, .Pl. Leader. Reginald J. Horsermen
Third Platoon:
2nd Lieut,. Pl, Leader. Charles V. McCaffrey
COMPANY B
Cadet Capt,. Com,, William C, Commons, Jr
1st Lieut,, 2nd in Com,, Kenneth R, Wilde
Firsl Platoon:
1st Lieut,, Pl. Leader, Howard W. Umstead
Second Platoon:
1st Lieut,, PI, Leader, Elisha O, Peckham
Third Platoon:
2nd Lt,, Pl, Leader, Theodore C, P, Froeberg
Cadet Capt,, Command., John C. Duksta
1st Lt,, 2nd in Command, Malcolm Hinchliffe
Firsl Platoon:
1st Lt PI, Leader, Irvin L. Sapadin
Second Platoon:
1st Lt,, Pl. Leader, Stanley A, Zidiales
Third Platoon:
2nd Lt,, Pl. Leader. Roy E. Peterson
2nd Lt,. Henry E. Conklin
COMPANY D
Cadet Capt,, Command,, George M, Tyler
1st Lt., 2nd in Command, Charles T, Thum
First Platoon:
1st Lt,. Pl. Leader. Robert H. Fillmore
Second Platoon :
1st Lt,. PI. Leader. William V. Lalli
Third Platoon:
1st Lt,, Pl. Leader. Thomas L. Fortin
2nd Lt., Alvin Butterfield
ONE HUNDRED NINETY-SIX
CRienDRPN
ONE HUNDRED NINETY-SEVEN
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12th Freshmen arrive and look over the campus,
1 3th Freshmen register and listen to an unending program of lectures, have
their pictures taken, etc. They buy Freshmen Bibles and caps.
14th Upper classmen arrive. Old friendships renewed. The line outside the
Dean's office never seems to shorten.
15th First assembly of the year. Classes begin. Profs have assignments
written on the blackboards already.
16th P'reshmen settle down to study. Upper classmen resolve "to do better
this year,
"
18th Glee Club holds first meeting. Women's Student Government Associa
tion meets,
19th Now that the excitement is over, the upper classmen begin to notice
the changes on the campus. The Department of Agriculture and Home Economics
have been consolidated under Dean .Adams, The Watson House is now a tea room,
S. A. E. has a new house. Phi Sigma and Beta Psi Alpha are in new quarters. Village
Church to use Wells House as a meeting place for students,
20th New light poles begin to appear on campus,
21st Five new faculty members introduced by the Beacon. We discover that
the summer school under Dr, Wooton was a pronounced success
22nd Athletic tickets have our Freshman pictures on them. What atrocities!
23rd State football team beats Brooklyn College, 12-0, $20,000 field house
open for first time,
25th Delta Alpha Psi starts the season of rush feeds,
26th Three upper classes hold elections under the direction of the Sachems,
Fred Stickney is elected President of the Senior class. Lambda Chi Alpha holds
rush feed.
TH GMST \Q?,A I
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27th Sigma Kappa and S, A, E, hold rush feeds.
28th Phi Mu Delta holds rush feed. Average weight of the thirty-
Frosh who report for football is 137 pounds.
OCTOBER
1st Student Fellowship opens its season under the leadership of Mr, Mc
Cready,
2nd Rhode Island State College Players register for coming season The
Players will offer Camille for their first production,
3rd Rushing season still going strong, 'Join this fraternity and you'll ne\-er
regret it,"
4th Sororities pledge 43 prospects.
5th Military appointments are announced. Fred Stickney appointed Lieu
tenant-Colonel of R. O. T. C. battalion, while George Bates is made cadet Major.
Chemical Society holds first meeting. State Players begin to rehearse Camille.
6th Village Church holds reception for Frosh,
7th Once again Brown beats State, this time 26-0. Rhody Ram goes to the
game and shows more spirit than the cheering section.
8th Dr, Wooton talks to the Fellowship,
9th Fraternities pledge 97 Frosh Sachems decide to curtail class expendi
tures, Sixteen-thousand dollar budget announced by Blanket Tax Committee.
Beta Psi Alpha gets the Brown mug for having sold the most tickets to the Brown
game. House average is 525"%,, Theta Chi wins the Rowell-Schattle scholarship cup.
Phi Kappa Phi announces elections. Honors day.
12th Columbus Day, College celebrated by suspending classes,
13th Chemical Society elects officers. Home Management Women give tea
for Freshmen Home Economics Students.
14th Girl's hockey season opens with Posse-Nissen winning game, 2-1,
The Rams defeat Arnold, 13-6, R, I, Cross-country team beats the Coast Guard,
15-40, Rhode Island Statesmen sponsor the first Saturday night dance in Lippitt,
TWO HUNDRED TWO
TH GMST > 1Q.S4""
Two HUNDRED THREE
/ 15th Student Fellowship discusses Hitlerism,16th Triangle Club entertains 60 Freshman women. Polygon meets. Junior
Counsellors take office. Women's Student Government Association tests members
on their know ledge of its rules at Dean's Hour,
18th Exhibition of textiles in Aggie,
19th Aggie Club holds meeting,
20th Officers' Club holds elections. Beta Phi holds benefit bridge. Mass
meeting in the gym poorly attended, Rhody Frosh lose to Springfield. 19-0,
21st Varsity Hockey team ties Connecticut State. 2-2, Ram runners win
from iVl, 1 T,, 24-34, Massachusetts State wins from Rhode Island, 14-12
22nd Ram's Head under management of a Rhode Island grad. Dr, and Mrs,
ve tea for faculty members,
23rd Secretary Capelli speaks at assembly, DeMolay elects officers. Phi
Beta Chi wins cup for intramural athletics. Eighteen Fresfimen penalized by Soph
scalpers. Women's Rifle Club elects officers.
27th -- Rams place third in Harvard Intercollegiates,
28th Sigma Kappa dance at Lippitt Girls interscholastic hockey begins
with Sophs defeating Frosh, 7-2, State downs Coast Guard. 20-12. after a hectic
game. State makes 20 points in the last quarter,
30th NRA parade in Wakefield participated in by entire college. Classes
are suspended for the afternoon. Campus Club beats Leonard House in debate.
Women's Student Government Association holds Hallowe'en party,
31st Grist photographer starts taking pictures of the Seniors.
nOVmB6R
2nd Dense fog causes accidents on Bald Hill Road, Solito hurt. Grist Board
^ announced.
^ 3rd CamiHe presented by R, I, S. C, Players, David Espinoza and RuthFF, Newman starred. Burglars on campus. Beta Phi and Lambda Chi suffer. M
J. iiH TH GMSr . 1Q34 .gj-
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4th Ramlets defeat Boston University Frosh, 18-0, Delta Alpha Psi, Theta
Chi, and Beta Psi Alpha give dances. Worcester loses to State, 20-7. Women's
Hockey team wins o\'er Providence Y. W. C. A,, 4-0.
5th Glee Club sings in Providence church Radio carries program. R. I,
Association of Power Engineers meets on campus. Fellowship meets at S, A, E.
6th Campus Club defeats Alpha Tau Gamma in debate, Charles P, Sisson
speaks at assembly. Dime day to buy "Rhody" the college ram, $38,55 collected.
7th Doors of Lippitt are painted,
8th Co-eds hold fashion show in Edwards, Quarterly e.xams loom on the
horizon.
9th Beacon defends the advertisements appearing in it.
10th Aggie Bawl, Under the direction of Alfred Hersey, it is very successful,
Geremia and Peterson go to University of New Hampshire to conference of student
Ilth Armistice Day, Connecticut Day, and Homecoming Day rolled into
, Army parades on campus. Rams beat Connecticut, 20-7, Castrovillari breaks
in game, R, 1, Club holds dance,
1 5th Phi Delta presents Tommy, with Bill Ellis and Dot Carpenter in the
17th Prof, Phillip's father dies. Women's Rifie Team starts practice,
18th Mid-semester, All sororities hold house dances,
19th Dr, Morris addresses the Student Fellowship at .A, E, Pi,
20th House dances held by several organizations. Religious seminar held.
Three faiths hold discussion at A.E, Pi, Biological Club holds first meeting,
22nd Dr, Parks gives demonstration of liquid air. Dr. Wooton conducts
evening classes in Educational Sociology, as usual,
27th Dean Morris of Pembroke addresses women students.
29th Phi Sigma House dance. Beta Phi house dance. Thanl.
begins.
TH GIMST
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4th Back from Thanksgiving recess. We all start to grind for the finals in
January Men's Glee Club makes first appearance at assembly Women's Athletic
Association elects officers,
5th We stop studying until after the Christmas recess Some students go
to symphony concert in Providence,
6th Major Caton talks to A, S C, E
9th Basketball season opens Varsity beats Alumni, 75-40,
10th Fellowship presents Christmas play in Edwards,
Ilth Prexy asks PWA for a million dollars for new construction of new-
buildings on the campus. Biological Society holds meeting, Vice-President of Brown
speaks,
13th Rhode Island beats Arnold, 54-22,
14th Political battle looms on horizon as six candidates start fight for posi
tion of "Mayor of Kingston," Soph Beacon issued. Campaign platforms for all
candidates range from a slide from the water tow.'er to thirty acres to breweries on
the campus.
15th Mantenuto given All-American recognition for his 100-yard run in
the Maine game,
I7th Fellowship holds Christmas program at Chi Omega, Glee Club gives
Handel's Messiah at Edwards,
18th Phi Kappa Phi initiates three faculty members and nine students.
19th Various fraternities and sororities hold Christmas parties. Home Man
agement Seniors give party to village children
20th Soph Hop with Billy Ryan's orchestra. Sachems regulate expenditures
of money for the dance. Another vacation starts.
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2nd Vacation over. Back to the old grind, Christmas ties in evidence.
' 3rd New Year's resolutions broken.
5th Cold wave strikes East, Snowfall of 6 to 8 inches. Coldest in fifty years.
with a temperature of ten below zero.
6th Rhode Island beats Cooper Union, 58-22.
7th Church Flouse dedicated, Dr, Bressler and Mr, McCready speak,
Sth Dr, Bressler explains projected buildings at assembly, Waugh of Phi
Mu Delta goes for swim in icy waters of ditch near low.er road. Wins one dollar.
9th Rhode Island beats Northeastern, 44-36,
Ilth Chi Omega beats Delta Zeta in intramural basketball. Senior class
vote in the Beacon.
12th Roy wins election. The new mayor of Kingston claims that he is
oldest resident down here,
13th Dad's Day. About 400 attend. Mayor Dunne speaks at banquet in the
evening. Mayor Roy is inaugurated. Coast Guard 21, R. I., 50, Delta Zeta holds
tea for mothers and dads. Theta Chi's mothers club entertained.
14th Dr. Wooton discusses "Lynching" at Church House.
1 5th Igor Sikorsky lectures at assembly and again at night. Phi Sigma wins
Dad's Day plaque for having the highest percentage of Dads present.
16th Prexy addresses Westerly Alumni, Theta Chi entertains Phi Beta Chi
at bridge,
1 7th MinnieMouse, Phi Beta Chi's mascot, presents the house \\ ith 1 3 new
mascots, Rhody loses first basketball game of season to Crimson Indies, 35-33,
18th Library announces that 122 new books have been added. Mayor Roy
interviewed in Beacon. Appoints men to positions in his portfolio, M, E, Society
meets,
19th Professor Webster lectures on Lewis and Clarke expedition.
TWO HUNDRED TEN
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20th Theta Chi and P,I,K, meet in fraternity basketball game, Worcester
Tech loses to Rhody, 44-36.
21st Joe Deluca plays at Village Church,
24th Brown succumbs to State, 56-35.
25th R, 1, S, C, Players hold Lamb's gambol,
26th Phi Kappa Phi holds rush party.
27th Exams start todayon Saturday, Grind, Books are opened, and dust
flies out of unused pages. Grind,
28th Exams continue throughout the week.
FGBRUARY
3rd First semester ends today. Unfortunate ones who had exams from three
to five today wend their weary ways home,
7th College inhabitants return to campus for registration, Prexy addressed
Providence alumni,
8th Classes begin. The usual program entanglements are encountered,
9th Frosh lose to Framingham, 34-33, after a successful series of games.
Chi Omega holds banquet,
10th Mass, State beats Rhody, 48-46, Chi Omega holds house dance,
14th College group discovers that assembly this half is held on Wednesday,
fro.m eleven to twelve. The army is to be held only once a week, too. from ten to
twelve on Friday, Rhode Island, 42; Panzer. 38
17th State 864 Connecticut 856, are the scores of the Rifle teams of the
two institutions. State 50, Connecticut. 26 in basketball. Girls' basketball team loses
to Connecticut, 25-22,
19th Alpha Tau Gamma beats P,I K, to win Intramural basketball title,
Aggie Club are guests of West Kingston grange Chemical Society presents Colonel
Baker who talks about Chemical Warfare,
k TH GMST 1034 'TWO HUNDRED THIRTEEN
/ 20th Prexy addresses .Newport grange. Delta Zeta celebrates second anniversary of the opening of its new house Tufts 44, State 54,
21st Military Ball held in the gym, Ethel Johnston is new- co-ed .Major.
22nd Washington's Birthday, Holiday, Beacon presents an editorial on the
value of fraternity life
23rd CWA completes work on campus. Among other things, they installed
a bench mark on the base of the flagpole, R, 1, defeats P, C, in debate, S, A, E.
convention held at State.
24th Henry Dreyer breaks Worlds record for hammer throw. He tossed
the 35-pound hammer 53 feet eight inches, beating world's record by nearly three
feet. Delta Zeta holds banquet in Kingston Inn, Ten pledges initiated, Rhode
Island beats Northeastern, 28-23. Girls' basketball team beats American Inter
national College.
26th Frosh class holds elections. Beta Phi and S. A. E. elects officers.
28th Rhode Island 44, Clarke 25,
mARCH
1st 45 piece orchestra gives concert under direction of Mr. .McCauley.
Beacon announces new officers. Greenberg made editor-in-chief.
2nd Professor Rockafellow gets M.A, degree from University of Pennsyl
vania, R, I. girls heat basketball team of Providence City Girls' Club,
3rd Professor Brooks appointed instructor in English to succeed Miss
Jillson who resigned, Rhode Island 44, Connecticut 38, Connecticut girls beat
Rhode Island basketball team.
5th Chi Omega defeats Phi Beta Chi to win Intramural debating. Professor
Wright is elected advisor of Freshman class. Dreyer sets another World's record.
Throws 35-pound hammer 55 feet 2}4 inches to win Indoor Record,
6th CWA funds to he provided for students who need support. Dr. Vernon
is in charge,
7th Dean Peck speaks at Dean's Hour, 75 Seniors make honors Brown beats
State, 47-29,
TH
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r 8th New Beacon Board tells its projected policies. Suggests holding theJunior Prom in Providence, Dr, Douglass elected new Beacon advisor Theta Chibeats Beta Phi, 37-30, in post season basketball game,
9th R. I , S, C, Players present The Patsy, a modern comedy, Shirly Nemtzow
and Gilbert Hall have the leads. Glee Club auditions at WEAN. New Hampshire
debaters beat R. I. Model League of Nations at Geneva. Dot Kasper and Geremia
represent R. I. Posse-Nisson 29, State 28,
10th Sigma Kappa initiates eleven members.
1 1th Student Sunday at the Village church,
14th Orchestra plays at assembly,
15th New changes in curicular for coming year announced,
16th Women's Debating Team defeated by Upsala, Women's Basketball
Team lose to Upsala, 44-41 ,
17th Women's Basketball Team loses to Savage, 22-16, Theta Chi holds
house dance,
19th Dr. Bressler speaks to Rumford Parent Teachers' Association, Baseball
squad begins practice,
20th State to resume athletic relations with Providence College after an
eleven-year lapse,
21st Dean's hour,
22nd Junior Prom to be held in Providence, Chemical Society holds meeting.
TH' GIMST
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senioR CLASS voTe
Most Beautiful
Most Respected
Besl Dancer
Best Natured
{Voted i
Pauline Coggeshall
Ruth Stene
Paulii
Pau lil
HE Men)
Smoothest
Most Thorough Lady
Most Collegiate
Biggest Society Lady
Dorothy Kasper
Ruth Stene
Marion Bishop
(Vo IK Women)
Most Handsome
Most Respected
Best Dancer
Best Natured
Fred Colagiovanni Smoothest Ho'ward Umstead
Frederick Stickney Most Thorough Gentleman Roy Peterson
Edward Costa Mo.^t Collegiate Kenneth Wilde
Edward Bastolla Biggest Society Gentleman Edward Geremia
Best All Around
Best All Around Athlete
Most Popular
Most Original
Most Scholarly
Most Brilliant
Mosi Versatile
Most Likely to Succeed
Wittiest
Most Pious
(Voted
Charlotte Waters
Charlotte Waters
Pauline Coggeshall
Marion Bishop
Thelma Huff
Dorothy Kasper
Charlotte Waters
Ruth Stene
Lillian Clark
Thelma Huff
Charlotte WatersBiggest Politician
Biggest Drag with Faculty Ruth Newman
Did Most for R- 1. S. C. Charlotte Waters
Best AU-Around Frederick Stickney
Best AU-Around Athlete Thomas Wright
Most Popular Frederick Stickney
THE Class)
Most Original
Most Scholarly
Most Brilliant
Most Versatile
Most Likely to Succeed
Wittiest
Most Pious
Biggest Politician
Biggest Drag with Faculty
Did Mosl for R. /. vS, C.
Favorite Professor
Most Inspiring Professor
Most Popular Campus Fig
ure Other than Student
Most Valuable Course
Least Valuable Course
Favorite Sport
Fred Colagiovanni
George Durfee
Stephen Diachun
Frederick Stickney
Edward Geremia
Raymond Simpson
Arthur Churchill
Edward Geremia
Edward Geremia
Frederick Stickney
Dean Royal L. Wales
Dean Royal L. Wales
"'
Woppy"
Psychology
Organic Chemistry
Football
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1 YOU PAY? Partially 30, Not At All 12,
SeniOR CLASS QUSTIOnnAIR
What is the greatest contribution to a happy marriage? Understanding 13Love 8, A Rugged Wife 4, Companionship 4, Sympathy 4, Congeniality iConsideration, A Good Wife, A Child, Money, Compatability, Brains.
.Are you engaged? No 28, Yes 12.
Do you intend to marry? Yes 22, No 1 1.
Would you marry for money? Yes 22, No 10, It All Depends 4.
Would you marry a college graduate? Yes 25. No 15, Not Necessarily 4
rhey Know Too Vluch 2,
How much OF YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION
Entirely 5,
Have you decided upon your future occupation? Yes 37, No 19,
What weekly wage do you expect at your first job? Nothing to $500 Average
was $14 (NRA minimum wage,)
Do YOU FAVOR compulsory ASSEMBLY ATTENDANCE? No 8, YeS 5
How many courses have you FLUNKED AT R, I, S, C. ' Zero to 1 1 . Average was 3.
Do YOU FAVOR the AWARDING OF ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS? YeS 41, No 13.
Do YOU THINK THAT COLLEGES STRESS ATHLETICS TOO STRENUOUSLY^ No 38, YeS I 1 .
Are ATHLETICS STRESSED AT R. I, S- C, ? No 26, Yes 12,
How do you REACT TO THE DECREASED FOOTBALL REVENUE LAST FALL ' Unfavorablv
29, Favorably 11
In FAVOR OF STRICTER OR LESS STRICT FRESHMAN RULES? Less Strict 1 7, Stricter I I ,
In FAVOR OF DOING AWAY WITH FRESHMAN RULES? YeS 28, No 27.
Your religion strengthened or weakened at R, I, S, C? Weakened 27
Strengthened 10, Never Had Any 4.
Do you believe in the immortality of the soul? No 26, Yes 19,
Did PROHIBITION, IN your estim.\tion, harm college life^ Yes 29, No 12
Do you drink:' Yes 35, .No 13,
Are you in .accord wtth the 21st amendment? Yes 27, No 9, What is it for? 2
Would you approve of serving beer on the campus? Yes 45, No 22,
Is your college education fitting you for life as adequately as you wish^
No 28, Yes 6.
Would you enter R. I. S. C. again were you to start as a freshman again^
Yes 26, No 12.
Does the collegiate type exist as generally depicted? No 33, Yes 19.
Does the collegiate type exist at R. I. S, C? No 29, Yes 11.
Do you favor the OMISSION of corsages at formal dances' Yes 33, No 8.
Do YOU favor the postponement of rushing to the second year ? Yes 29, No 2 1
Most common subject of "bull sessions?" Sex 26, Religion 10, Keaney 2Local Personalities, Riding.
Believe in co-education at R. I. S. C? Yes 38, No 10.
FIave you ever gone co-edding (eddinc)? Yes 31, No 10, Had too much sense.
Do YOU approve of the Sachems limiting expenditures at major dances'Yes 40, -No 13.
If the Sachems can reduce expenditures at major dances and thereby leave
much money in ihe class treasuries, do you approve of smaller class
dues? Yes 39, No 4.
TH GMST [^34:
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SENIOR CLASS QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued)
I
Your criticism of the Beaconl Lousv, Dry Stuff, Putrid, Should copy the Brown
Jug.
What do you like of the Beaconl Tne Ads, Bystander, Nothing, Editorials.
What do you surmise the average cost of a date' 15 cents to $4,00, Average
cost to be $2,00,
Do you prefer cut-aways to dress suits at major dances' No 34, Yes 17,
Would you suggest no more than two captains to any varsity team at
R. I, S, C? Yes 35, No 10,
Which do you prefer? Brunettes 26, Blondes 9, Red Heads 9, Any will do 10,
What is the greatest thing you have acquired in college? Friendships 13,
Waste Time 7, Appreciation of b igures 5, Flow to throw the bull 6, What not
to do 6, Smile in Defeat, Sleep, Understanding of Men, Accomplish the VIost
with a Minimum of Effort,
Are y'OU in accord with the principles of the NRA? Yes 35, No 5,
Do you think the NRA has succeeded? Too early to iudge 22, No 12, Yes 7.
Hardest year? Junior 17, Sophomore 11, Fresfiman 8, Senior 5,
Easiest year? Senior 15, Sophomore 7, Freshman 7, Junior 6
Most pleasant year? Senior 28, Freshman 8, Sophomore 6, Junior 4,
What quality, above any, would you desire in a spouse? Understanding 20,
Intelligence 1 1 , Buxomness 7, Brains 7, Common Sense 2, Warmth 2, Some
one who'll think you're pretty good 2, Fidelity, Chastity,
Do you read a newspaper every day? Yes 40, No 8,
Favorite Newspaper? Providence Journal 19, N. Y. Times 12, Providence Even
ing Bulletin 1 1 , Bridgeport Herald 10, Boston Post 5, N. Y. Herald-Tribune
5, Providence Examiner 4.
Approximate cost of your college education? $1800 to $5000, Average was
$2400. Ask Dad, only he knows.
Favorite weekly magazine? Saturday Evening Post 10, Liberty 7, Nation 6,
Collier's 4, Time, New Republic.
Favorite monthly magazine? Ballyhoo 14, Life 6, Red Book, American, Popular
Science, Foreign Affairs, Cosmopolitan, Harper's, Readers' Digest, Vanity
Fair.
Biggest world figure? President Roosevelt 25, Maxim Litvinoff 8, Premier
.Mussolini 7, Chancellor Hitler 6, Mae West 5, Kate Smith 4, Jerry Couture 3.
Biggest historical figure? Napoleon 10, Abraham Lincoln 7, George Washing
ton 4, Woodrow Wilson 4, General Pershing 2,
Living figure admired the most? Mae West 18, Jean Harlow 5, President Roose
velt 4, "My Girl" 3, Dot Kasper, Colonel Lindbergh, Hitler, Einstein,
Pecora. Dean Wales,
Do you believe that social functions at R. I, S, C, ARE chaperoned too
strictly? Yes 25, No 20,
Favorite novelist? Ernest Hemingway 13. Sinclair Lewis 13. Upton Sinclair 7,
Edgar Wallace 4, Chamberlain 2, Kathleen Norris 2, Alexander Dumas 2.
Favorite poet? Edgar Guest 19, Shakespeare 2, Masefield, Robert Burns, Edgar
Allen Poe, Longfellow.
Favorite actress' Katharine Hepburn 20, Jean Harlow 5, Elissa Landi 3, Greta
Garbo, Anne Harding, Sylvia Sidney, Anne Dvorak, Claudette Colbert,
Constance Cummings, Marie Dressier.
Favorite actor? Lionel Barrymore 19, Pop-Eve 9, Jofin Barrymore 8, Ronald
Colman 8, Charles Laughton 8, Warner Baxter 7, Wallace Beery 2, Ben
Lyon 2, Richard Arlen.
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COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
William Dolan, Chairman
Mu
John Wisher. Chairman
Edward Ryan
Ernest Perry
Decorations
Michael DiMaio. Chairma
John Baldoni
Stanley Smith
Donald Bonner
Programs
Vincent Cannon, Chairma
Ethel Johnston
Vera Rock
Raymond Kelly
Floor
John M. Martin, Chairman
Thomas Dring
Matthew Faerber
Raymond Rabidoux
Patrotxs
David Espinoza, Chairman
Harold Soloveitzik
Eleanor Scanlon
Elizabeth York
Refreshments
Elsie Crandall. Chairman
Lynette Goggin
Publicity
Fred Hindley, Chairman
John Hinchliffe
Mary Van Benschoten
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G, Bressler
Dean and VIrs. John Barlow
Professor and Mrs. W. George Parks
Coach and Mrs. Frank W. Keaney
Coach and Mrs. F. Delmont Tootell
Lieutenant Governor and Mrs. Robert E. Quinn
Mayor and Mrs. James E. Dunne
Mr. and Mrs. Zenas W. Bliss
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick S. Peck
Mr. and VIrs. William J. Whelan
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SOPHOmOR HOP
December 20. 1933
^
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Owen G. Birtwtstle, Chairman
Music
John Stowell, Chairman
Hyman Feldman
Charles Trumpetto
Favors
William Lockwood, Chairman
Evelyn Oates
Vincent Mailloux
Patrons
Elizabeth Thomas, Chairman
Cynthia White
Mildred Hollingsworth
Decorations
Edwin Tetlow, Chairman
William A, Ellis
Frances Wehster
Floor
Norman S. Gesick, Chairmai
Wilfred d'Entrement
Corrado Scalera
Publicity
E. Harold Dick, Chairman
Eleanor Pennine
Charles Wight
Refreshments
James Souther, Chairman
Ruth Abrams
Hartzell Birch
Patrons arid Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Vice-President and Mrs. John Barlow
Coach and Mrs. F. Delmont Tootell
Mr. and Mrs, Leonard H, Russell
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commencemenT ball
June 12, 1933
COMMITTI-E Ol- ARRANGEMENTS
HowAKD Umstead. Chairman
Decorations
C. Everett Collii
Floor
Robert Fillmore
Refreshments
Ralph Dimock
Patrons
George Tyler
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Dean and Mrs, John BarloN\-
Captain and Mrs Thomas W. Freeman
Dean and Mrs, Royal L. Wales
Dean and Mrs. George Adams
TH__GiL5lL
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^
AGGie BAUUL
October 11. 1933
COMMITTEE OF ARRAN'GEMENTS
Alfred Hersev, Chairman
Decorations Lights Programs
Robert Fillmore Kenneth MacKenzie A'alter Waterman
Patrons Floor Publicity
Sue Bailey Romeo Quinton David Eastwood
Music Refreshments
Herbert Peabody H Adelbert Thaye
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs, Raymond G, Bressler
Dean and Mrs, George Adams
Dr, and Mrs. Basil Gilbert
Professor and Mrs, Leslie Keegan
Professor and Mrs, Everett Christopher
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TWO HUNDRED TWENTY.TI IREE
kmiUinRY BALL
I-'cbruary 21, 1934
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Howard Umstead, Chairman
.Music Refreshments
John Duksta C. Everett Collins
Patrons Decorat ions
Fred N. Stickney Robert Fillmore
Patrons and Patronesses
President and VIrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Captain and Mrs, 1 homas W. Freeman
Captain and Mrs, Richard Sandusky
Dean and Mrs, George E Adams
Dean and VIrs. John Barlow
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PAn-HLLenic ball
April 23, 1934,
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Dorothy B Kasper General Chairman
Patrons Decorations
Elsie Crandall Barbara Souler
Marion Draper
Music Floor
Charlotte Waters Lynette Goggin
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Doctor and Mrs, Flaud C. Wooton
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The 1934 Grist Board tenders itsmost sincere appreciation
to the following people for the ever willing assistance and
most helpful advice received from them in the publication of
this, the thirty-fourth volume of the Grisl.
To Mr. Philip Blum of the Crahan Engraving Company,
who helped to plan this book, and who supervised its entire
production.
To .Mr. Frank Lemieux of the L & W Service Company,
Typographers, whose efforts are greatly appreciated.
ToMr. Gilbert Slone of the J. C, Hall Company.
To Mr. R. B. Hardin of the Mason Box Company.
To Mr. D. R. Gherin of the Gherin Gallery.
To Mr. L. J. Annon for the fine art work in this book.
The Grist Board i
ing individuals:
Pres, Raymond G, Bressler
Dr, Harold W. Browning
Mr. Lorenzo F. Kinney, Jr.
Mr, William G. Mokray
ilso particularly indebted to the folio
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THE 1934 GRIST BOARD WISHES TO TAKE THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO THANK THE ADVERTISERS
FOR THEIR CO-OPERATION IN FIELPING TO MAKE
POSSIBLE THIS ISSUE OF THE GRIST.
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BEST WISHES
FROM
CyVie Cjiass of
935
AProduct of
National Dairy
Products
Corporation
GENERAL ICE CREAM COMPANY
485 Plainfield Street
Providence, Rhode, Island
Photo Engravings Used in This Book
Furnished By
THG CRflHfln ^nGRflvinc compflny
240 Aborn Street
Providence, Rhode Island
BEST WISHES
FROM
(^ke Cjiass of
-pastels
oil paintings
miniatures
portraits
GHERIN GALLERY
CLASS PHOTOeRAPI-IERS
portraits by
an artist
BEST WISHES
FROM
(^ke (ytass of
'937
r
B1 Ckii year Jjook Iriniea oij
t
me J. v>.Hail (company
Priniers
LiihograpKers
and
Bookbinders
Slsct^- eight Wcsi Exchange Street
Providence RKode Island
New England Headquarters for
. MICROSCOPES .
EASTERN SCIEHTIFIC COMPAHY
Manufacturers and Distributors of
Scientific Apparatus and Chemicals
51 BASSETT STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
A vast array of merchandise that you
R.I.S.C. students will have much use
for and best of all priced in a CITY
HALL HARDWARE CO. manner.
CITY HALL HARDWARE CO.
Washington and Snow Streets
PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island's NEWEST Store
Rhode Island's LARGEST Slor.
Rhode Island's BEST Store
STILL Rhode Island's L A R G 6 S T and BEST Store
THE UtUt COMPANY
C. B. COTTRELL=
& SONS CO.=
WESTERLY, R. I.
[Ptintincf JPrea Jnanafactaren
OFFICES
NEW YORK CITY CHICASO, ILL.
25 East 26th Street 332 So. Michigan Ave.
'Ul POISIOES mn six minutes of ELECIRICin , , ,
With less than a half-cup of water, potatoes are cooked with only six
minutes of electricity. At the end of six minutes the switch is turned
"off" and stored heat in the surface coil finishes the cooking. Using little
water, electric cookery conserves the healthful food values. You can't
help but be economical when you use an electric range.
SOUTH COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
Part of New England Power Association
J. H. PRESTON 6- CO.
I NCORPORATED
FRUIT
VEGETABLES
CHEESE
EGGS
and
FERNCREST BUTTER
PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND
SGGDS SGGDS
Fertilizers Tractors
Dairy Supplies
Power Lawn Mowers
Gasoline Engines
F.^RMER SUPPLIES OF .ALL
KINDS
THG UU. e. BnRRTT CO.
89 CANAL STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Telephone DExler ISI 2
T^ -^if ^ ^f ^ ^ ~^fizi^i^ s)^ '^f^ ^^ir* '^/'^ '=^v^ '^/^
Hp-to-tke--Mmate t/Cjaipmenl for Lidtincj Loib
BROWN 6- SHARPE MACHINES
For Toolroom and Production Combining Accuracy-
Convenience of Control Broad Range of Speeds
and Feeds.
In addition lo a complete line of Milling, grinding,
Gear Cutting and Hohbing, and Screw Machines;
Brown 6- Sharpe Machinists' Tools, Cutters, and
Hobs are valuable aids in present day economical
Brown ^ Sharpe
Brown 6- Sharpe Mfg. Co. Providence, R. I., U.S.A.
COMPLIMENTS OF
* *
RumroRD
CHmiCflL
compflny
UTTER CO,
Printers and Publishers
for Washington County
for Over Eighty Years
PRINTERS OF THE BEACON
"modernism is not a sfstem of design, it is a state
of mind,", . . Ht L & W, design and craftsmansliip aie
comliined in an effort to give to-day's fiend ttie most
complete expiession possilile,
L&W SERVICE COMPANY
CREATIVE TYPOGRAPHERS
I40 ORANGE STREET
THOROUGHL! MODERN EOUIPMENT
for
Cooking- Water Heating
Refrigeration
AUTOMATIC > CLEAN ' ECONOMICAL
PROVIDENCE GAS COMPANY
Sinartness and Jjislinction
bTlTour Jewelr!
Fraternity and Sorority Badges of
the finest quality.
Stationery, embossed with your coat
Send for Clever Dance Favors and Programs.
Balfour Blue Book
fl
THE SMART REVUE OF FRATERNITY JEWELRY
L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
PROVIDENCE R-l-
Seioner s
MAYON NAISE
ELECTRIC MOTORS
INDUSTRIAL WIRING
REPAIRING ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
J. 6- H. ELECTRIC CO.
200 Richmond Slreet Providence, R. I.
RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE
Offers Free Collegiate Instruction to
Residents of Rhode Island who Present
Fifteen Units of High School Work
CURRICULA IN
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural and
Biological Chemistry
Animal Industry
Plant Industry
Biology
Chemistry
Pre-Medicine
TEACMER TRAINING FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN SPECIFICALLY
IN HOME ECONOMICS AND AGRICULTURE
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Total Estimate of Expenses Yearly, $500
FOR CATALOG, ADDRESS
REGISTRAR, RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE
KINGSTON RHODE ISLAND
Business Administration
and Accounting
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Home Economics
Institutional Management





